
Heavy Gear Blitz Brigands Ruleset v2.0 
(4th September 2018) 

Introduction to our ruleset 

About the authors 
We are the Duck Brothers, a pair of best friends who first met and started playing, discussing, 
creating, and modifying games in 2009. We live in Britain, run a small blog together and meet up to 
play games of Heavy Gear, board games, and video games often. 
 

General principles 
These rules have been adapted from the Heavy Gear Blitz Living Rule Book, the official rules 
produced by Dream Pod 9. Specifically, the July 2016 release. In adapting them, our main aim has 
been to improve the clarity and readability of the rules while preserving their utility. We have also 
made some changes to the way the game plays, primarily to improve flow and reduce ‘analysis 
paralysis’ but also to make sure every element was suitably meaningful to gameplay. 
 
While deciding what changes to make we have made a distinction between rules which are 
themselves complicated (e.g. because they require lots of calculations or special cases) and rules 
which add to the interesting complexity of the game itself. Where we felt a rule was more 
complicated than it was worth for the depth or interest it added, we have removed or modified it. 
But we haven’t removed rules simply because they added complexity: we enjoy the level of detail 
and depth in Heavy Gear Blitz and didn’t want to ‘dumb down’ the game overall. 
 
In some cases we have removed a rule we found overly complicated and added another rule in a 
similar area, resulting in an overall increase in depth of gameplay without any overall increase in 
complication to the rules. An example of this is our changes to Electronic Warfare. We have 
removed the EW skill and instead increased the effect that ECM:X has - this actually increases the 
complexity of the game, but reduces the number of factors complicating any given decision. The 
intended result is a deep system but one which is less complicated to learn and play. 
 
The majority of our changes are relatively self-contained, in the sense that you could revert a given 
change you do not like without much trouble. Even large changes like the removal of EW skill can 
be quite easily reversed if you prefer to keep it and this will not preclude keeping other changes 
you do like. 
 

A list of some changes 
● The great majority of our changes have been correcting typos, restructuring and reordering 

information, defining terms or rules which were referred to but never defined, removing 
terms or rules which were defined but never referred to, or fixing rules which on close 
reading didn’t actually work as intended. 

● Probably the most obvious change to actual gameplay is to how Skill works: instead of 
setting the target number on each dice, having better Skill than one’s opponent now gives a 
bonus D6. There were various reasons behind this change, with the foremost being that we 
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wanted Skill to almost always be relevant in the outcome of an Attack. In the LRB the skill 
rating of a model rarely made a significant difference, was completely irrelevant for the quite 
common 1D6 rolls, and made the largest difference when the dice pool was large, which in 
HGB indicates an ‘easy’ Attack or Defense; this seems counterintuitive to us. An additional 
benefit is that it is quicker to ‘read’ a handful of dice you’ve just rolled and determine the 
result, and also easier and more intuitive to predict how successful an Attack will be. 

● The next biggest change is the removal of the EW skill. The most common use of the skill 
was in Comms rolls, and we found that the result of potentially failing these was more often 
annoyance or ‘analysis paralysis’ than an increase in interesting depth. Once Comms had 
been changed from a rolled action to an unrolled one, the EW skill was barely used. 

● The rules for Forward Observations have been somewhat simplified and greatly clarified. 
● ECCM has some extra uses, and can now ‘burst’ ECM Defense bubbles and ‘unscramble’ 

Haywire models. 
● The value of the ECM:X trait now gives a bonus to all relevant rolls. We found it odd that an 

ECM:3 model was much better than an ECM:1 model at ECM Defense but not at inflicting 
Haywire. 

● An ECM Defense phase has been introduced to reduce the emphasis of attacking before 
ECM Defense ‘bubbles’ go up, or having to activate that model as soon as possible. 

● ‘Lock’ has been renamed to ‘Line of Sight’, while Sensor Lock remains the same. This is to 
help reduce confusion between the two terms, which were sometimes interchanged in the 
manual. 

● Cover has been reworked for clarity, mainly by removing the distinction between Heavy and 
Solid Cover and by adding the idea of an Origin Point to clarify the existing rules for 
determining which cover applies to an attack. 

● Active Sensors have been removed, and all models’ Sensor Ranges increased to 
compensate. We found that models very rarely decided to forego using Active Sensors to 
avoid Snap Fire and it added extra decision-making and complexity for little gameplay 
benefit. 

● A number of small changes have been made to weapons. Ranges have been standardised, 
some AP or AE values adjusted, some extra weapons given AS or Frag, etc. Weapons that 
can be snap-fired are now listed explicitly as such. 

● Pre-measuring is now allowed. We found it a bit awkward that newer players or those who 
didn’t measure by comparison would sometimes be punished by wasting an action. In our 
experience putting limitations on measuring slowed the game down and we trust players to 
not take their measuring overboard. 

● Link has been removed and replaced with Burst:+1. 
● Some Unit Availabilities with very few uses have been combined. Limited UAs have been 

replaced with normal UAs. Model limits have been combined to just 0-2 or 0+: no more 0-3 
or 2-3. In almost all cases Combat Groups constructed using the LRB will still be legal in 
our rules. Overall we have made CG construction less restrictive. 

● We have removed two Orders which we found were very seldom useful or interesting, and 
added several more (which we hope will be!). 

● Standby (Braced) has been renamed to Overwatch to prevent confusion and its rules have 
been slightly changed 

● The rules for Formation and distributing Command Points have been changed somewhat. 
● Deployment has been somewhat simplified and greatly clarified. It has also been changed 

to emphasise keeping Combat Groups together and the entirely random risks associated 
with Special Deployment have been reduced. 

● The rules for damaging buildings have changed to make them much easier to destroy, and 
to make the Anti-Structure weapon trait more useful. In the previous rules even fairly small 
buildings would take huge amounts of damage to destroy. 



● Transport of Infantry has been somewhat changed and simplified. Transport of Gears has 
been removed (as there was only one Gear carrier in the game and it was of very little use). 

● Drones automatically follow their controlling model instead of moving independently. The 
Recon drone is much more reliable at FO but can only do so for its controller. 

● VTOL rules have been greatly clarified and slightly simplified. 
● Flying models were removed, as we didn’t find them particularly interesting from a 

gameplay point of view and the generic aircraft available are not very exciting flavour-wise. 
● The Leagueless now have a list of individual models to exclude some models and variants 

we deemed too ‘elite’ or otherwise unlikely to be sold outside their manufacturing nations, 
and include others they could get hold of. This list will be made available in a later update. 

● We have added a number of models to the game, mostly based on models which existed in 
older versions of Heavy Gear or are mentioned in the world-building. A couple are our own 
additions. 

● Special Melee Attacks such as ramming have been removed, as we found they were rarely 
interesting or powerful enough to make much difference. 

● Sublists have not been changed but will be done in an update soon. 
 

Intentions 
 
These rules are intended to: 

● Be as error free as possible 
● Be cleaner, clearer, and more streamlined than the Living Rule Book 
● Change only if considerable thought, discussion, and testing reveals a genuine 

improvement can be made 
● Allow players to field armies built for the Living Rule Book ruleset without too much 

disruption. TV costs will change but for the most part any legal army will remain so. 
● Provide a fun and deep tabletop game for new players and veterans alike 

 
These rules are not intended to: 

● Be mistaken for an official ruleset or one endorsed by Dream Pod 9 in any way 
● Split the community, or discourage use of the official rules 
● Dumb down the game or reduce meaningful complexity 
● Fundamentally alter the feel or tactical gameplay of Heavy Gear Blitz 
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1.0 GENERAL CONCEPTS 

1.1 SUMMARY OF A GAME OF HEAVY GEAR BLITZ 
BRIGANDS 
Heavy Gear is a game played between two or more players using a table surface defined as a 
Battlefield, and models selected to create a Force, or army, for each player. The core model of the 
game is the Gear, a 15-foot tall single pilot machine that is highly versatile, mobile, and effective in 
a range of roles. 
Models are grouped into Combat Groups. The game is divided into Rounds where players 
alternate activating Combat Groups one by one, until every Combat Group has activated once. 
Distances and ranges in the game are measured in inches and written as a number followed by a 
double apostrophe. Example: 2” = two inches. 
Each game revolves around Objectives that are chosen at the start of the game. The side to 
complete the most Objectives wins, or in the case of a tie the side to inflict the most damage on 
their opponent. 
 
The Appendix contains some suggestions for learning or teaching the game. 

1.2 DICE AND ROLLING 

1.2a Dice 
Heavy Gear Blitz Brigands uses six-sided dice, noted as D6 in the rules. Multiple dice are noted in 
the rules as XD6. You will typically need at least six D6 for a game. 

1.2b Opposed Rolls 
Most rolls in Heavy Gear Blitz Brigands are Opposed Rolls. An Opposed Roll represents a model 
competing against another model to determine the result of an action. In all Opposed Rolls one 
model is the Attacker and one is the Defender. 
To make an Opposed Roll, each player takes their own Base Dice, adds or subtracts any Dice 
Modifiers, then rolls all the dice together. The highest value die gives the result of the roll. Each 
other die with a value greater than or equal to 4 increases the result by 1. If either player is affected 
by any Result Modifiers, these will increase or decrease the final result of the roll. 
Example 1: A roll of [3,5,1] gives a result of 5. 
Example 2: A roll of [3,2,5,6] gives a result of 7. 
Example 3: A roll of [6,2,6,4] gives a result of 8. 
 
Once both players have rolled and determined their result, the two results are compared to get the 
Margin of Success. A Margin of Success of 0+ is considered a success or win for the Attacker. 
 
See the Appendix for alternative Opposed Roll mechanics.  



1.2c Complete Table of Opposed Rolls: 
 
Opposed Rolls 

Action Skill Advantage Attacker Wins Defender Wins 

Direct Attack Attacker: Gunnery 
Defender: Piloting 

Attack hits, determine 
Damage 

Attack misses 

Indirect Attack Attacker: Gunnery 
Defender: Piloting 

Attack hits, determine 
Damage 

Attack misses 

Melee Attack Attacker: Piloting 
Defender: Piloting 

Attack hits, determine 
Damage 

Attack misses 

Active ECM N/A Defender’s action or 
reaction fails 

Defender’s action or reaction 
proceeds 

Scramble N/A Defender is given Haywire 
token 

Defender is not given 
Haywire token 

Disable 
Defense 

N/A Defender loses ECM 
Defense token 

Defender keeps ECM 
Defense token 

 

1.2d Base Dice X 
Base Dice X is the number of dice to roll before modifiers are added. The default number of Base 
Dice is 2. 

1.2e Dice Modifiers and Result Modifiers 
Many game effects add or subtract dice from the roll. These effects are called Dice Modifiers. If a 
rule indicates a Dice Modifier it will be represented as +XD6 or -XD6. Add or subtract dice from the 
number of Base Dice before the roll. 
 
Some game effects add to or subtract from the rolled result. These are called Result Modifiers. 

1.2f Standard Modifiers 
The following modifiers, known as the Standard Modifiers, apply to every Opposed Roll in the 
game. 
 
Standard Modifiers 

Modifier (the model is) When Attacking When Defending 

Crippled (no Hull remaining) -1D6 -1D6 

Posture: Braced +1D6 -1D6 

Posture: Combat Speed +0D6 +0D6 

Posture: Top Speed -1D6 +1D6 

 



1.2g Skill Advantage 
Each model has two skills; Gunnery (GU) and Piloting (PI). Each skill is rated from 0 to 6, with 6 
being the best and 3 being standard for a military grade Gear. Skills are used in Opposed Rolls 
made during Attacks to determine which model has the Skill Advantage. Whichever model has the 
higher rating in their relevant skill has the Skill Advantage and gains a +1D6 Dice Modifier. If both 
models have the same rating in the Skills being used for the roll, neither has the Skill Advantage. 
 
See the Appendix for an alternative to Skill Advantage. 

1.2h Rolling with zero dice 
When a player is reduced to 0D6 or less during an opposed roll, their result is an automatic 1. This 
is never modified by Result Modifiers. 

1.2i Rerolls 
Some Command points, Skill points, Orders, or upgrades allow a Reroll. To Reroll, take all the dice 
used and roll them again. Once you Reroll you may not return to the previous result, even if the 
new result is worse. You may use as many Rerolls as you have available on a single roll. During 
the resolution of an Opposed Roll, both players roll their dice and determine the Margin of Success 
before choosing whether to use a Reroll. 
 
If both players have a Reroll available, the Attacker must declare whether they are using their 
Reroll before the Defender declares whether they are using a Reroll. Then both players 
simultaneously Reroll if they have chosen to. Once complete, the new results and Margin of 
Success are determined. If the models have further Rerolls available, repeat this process with the 
Attacker always having to choose first. If either player chooses not to use a Reroll they may choose 
to use one in a later round of Rerolls. 

1.2j Margin of Success 
Subtract the Defender’s result from the attacker’s result to find the Margin of Success. Margin of 
Success is noted in the rules as MoS:X. 
If MoS is a negative number, then the action or reaction fails. 
If MoS is 0+, then the action or reaction succeeds. For Attack actions, a greater MoS indicates a 
greater degree of success. 
Example 1: A Grizzly attacks a Jager. The Grizzly rolls a result of 7. The Jager rolls to defend and 
gets a result of 4. The Margin of Success is 3 (MoS:3) 
Example 2: The Jager attacks the Grizzly, rolling a result of 3. The Grizzly rolls to defend with a 
result of 6. Margin of Success is -3. The attack fails. 
 
1.2k Unopposed Rolls 
There are three types of rolls in these rules which are not Opposed. They are rolls made to 
determine Marginal Hits, Initiative, and Airdrop Deployment. 

   



1.3 RULE PRIORITY 
If two or more rules conflict in their effects, the more specific effects trump general effects. A 
general rule would be trumped by a rule that only applies to a specific type of model, and those 
rules would be trumped by any rules that applied only to a specific model. 
Example: A model with the Walker Movement Type can turn any number of times when it moves. 
The Lumbering Trait limits the number of Turns a model can make. A Walker with the Lumbering 
trait can only Turn once per Move because the trait applies specifically to the model with the trait, 
and overrides the normal turning rules for the Walker model. 

1.4 MEASURING DISTANCES 
Players may measure any distance at any time. Distances, Ranges, and Movement Ratings are 
measured in inches. Fractional distances should be used as measured and not rounded up or 
down. 
If the success or failure of a measurement is in question, err on the side of success. 
In the case of weapon ranges, models on the line between Suboptimal and Optimal ranges will use 
the closer of the ranges. 

1.4a Distances between models 
When measuring the distance between a Model and a Target or other Model, you may measure 
from any point on the Model’s Silhouette. 

1.4b Measuring Area of Effect (AE) 
Some game effects blanket a whole area or have the potential to affect more than one target. Area 
of Effect is the term given to indicate this situation. An Area of Effect is always given as a radius 
emanating out from a single target point, normally on a model’s Silhouette. 
Attacks that include an Area of Effect determine their accuracy the same way any attack does, 
through an opposed roll. 

1.5 MODELS 
A Force in Heavy Gear Blitz Brigands is composed of Models. Most commonly a Model is a single 
miniature representing a Gear or vehicle, but in some cases a group of small miniatures such as 
infantry are glued to a single base and constitute a single Model. The Appendices list all the 
Models available for selection. 

1.5a Model attributes 
Every Model is defined by a listing of the Attributes that define how fast, tough, and capable they 
are. Some attributes have a Rating, a numerical value that defines the capabilities of the model. 
Other Attributes have letter code shorthand, or keywords, that indicate Unit Availability, Movement 
Types, Weapon codes, or Traits that define the model. 
 
Example Hunter Attributes 
Model TV UA MR AR H/

S 
A GU PI Sensors Weapons Traits Type/Height 

Hunter 6 GP#, 
FS, ST, 
HT 

W:5” 
G:6” 

6 4/2 1 3 3 18” LAC (Snap), 
LRP, APGL, 
LPZ, LVB 
(Snap) 

Arms Gear 
1.5” 



 
● Model: This names the model or the model variant. 
● TV: Threat point Value is the number of points it costs to add this model to a unit in your 

Force. 
● UA: Unit Availability lists the units that this model may join. All Unit Availabilities have a 

default limit of 0-2 of each model variant allowed per unit unless shown in bold and with a # 
symbol (e.g. GP#), in which case there is no limit. 

● MR: Movement Rating lists the Movement Types a model can use and the distance a 
model can move in inches per Move that it makes using each type. 

● AR: Armor Rating is the model’s resistance to Damage. 
● H/S: Hull & Structure measure how much Damage a model can sustain to its Hull and 

Structure before being Crippled or Destroyed respectively. 
● A: The Action Attribute defines how many Actions or Reactions a model can make each 

Round. 
● GU: Gunnery Skill, how well the model can make Direct and Indirect Attacks 
● PI: Piloting Skill, how well a model can avoid Attacks and make Melee Attacks. 
● Sensors: Determines the Sensor Range of the model in inches. Most models have a value 

of 18”. The target of an action must be in Sensor Range in order to achieve Sensor Lock 
and so attack a target behind Full Cover, or Forward Observe a target for Indirect Attacks. 

● Weapons: This list uses standard weapon codes to describe the arsenal of weapons that 
models can carry and any weapon traits associated with them. A list of Weapon Traits is 
found in the Appendices. 

● Traits: This section lists the any special equipment and abilities that a model has. The list of 
Model Traits is found in the Appendices. 

● Type/Height: This lists the model’s Type and Height for Silhouette size. The Height of the 
model also determines if terrain will provide Cover. 

1.5b Arcs 
An Arc is a range of degrees that define a direction on a model. 
Each Model has two Primary Standard Arcs; the Front Arc (F) and Back Arc (B), and two 
Secondary Arcs: the Left Arc (L) and Right Arc (R). The Left and Right Arcs are only used by 
certain weapons. 
A Standard Arc covers 180 degrees. It should be clearly defined on the model, using opposite base 
corners or with a painted line on the base to indicate the Front and Back Arcs. 
Unless specified otherwise Weapons cover the Front Arc (F) only. Some Weapons will specify a 
different Arc and some specify Turret as an Arc (Arc:T) which indicates the weapon covers both the 
Front and Back Arcs (360 degrees). 

1.6 ACTIVATIONS 

1.6a Activating Combat Groups and Models 
Each Round, players take turns Activating Combat Groups until all Combat Groups have been 
Activated. 
When a Combat Group is Active the Models in that Combat Group must be Activated one at a time, 
with each finishing its Activation before the next starts. Once all Models in a Combat Group have 
finished their Activations the Combat Group has finished its Activation. 
 
When a Model is Activated the player first selects a Posture then may Move and perform Actions 
with that Model in any order. 



1.6b Actions and the Active and Passive States 
The Action attribute defines how many actions a model may use in each game Round. For most 
models, this attribute rating is 1. Unless a model has a trait that allows a free action, it may never 
make more actions than its rating in each round. Actions will refresh in the Setup Phase. 
 
Each model in the game has two states: Active and Passive. A model is Active only during its 
Activation. The rest of the time it is Passive. A Passive model may respond to another model’s 
actions with a Reaction. Models are activated once per round. A model that has used a Reaction 
prior to its Activation can still choose a posture and move but cannot take any further actions that 
Round unless it still has Actions remaining. 

1.7 ACTIONS 
Actions are the way a model influences the battlefield, allowing the model to perform specific 
effects on other models or the battlefield in general. Actions are classified as: 

● Attack actions allow one model to attempt to damage another. 
● Electronic Warfare actions influence the electronic battlefield and include attempts to 

disrupt enemy communications or attacks. 
● Miscellaneous actions are all other action choices a model might make. They are: 

○ Standby and Overwatch, which allow models to defer actions until later; 
○ Patch Up and Repair, which remove damage from friendly models; 
○ Order, used by Commanders to improve their troops’ capabilities. 

1.7a Using Actions 
● A model may spend an action at any time in its Activation including before, during, or after a 

move. 
● A Model with multiple actions may use them at different points during its activation, but 

must completely resolve an action before continuing movement, or declaring a subsequent 
action. 

● Any unused actions remaining at the end of a model’s activation are lost. 
● Reactions are actions that may be used by a Passive model. Each reaction will define the 

specific conditions under which it may be used. Reaction examples: 
○ Snap Fire 
○ Active ECM 
○ Chained Attack 

1.7b Complete Actions and Reactions Table 
This is a complete list of all the actions a model may perform. The most common actions are 
highlighted - when learning the game you need only be concerned with these. 
Free Actions and Free Reactions do not require spending an action. 
 
  



Actions and Reactions 

Action Type Trait/Skill Range Requirements Purpose 

Direct 
Attack 

Action Gunnery As weapon LoS or Sensor Lock; No 
Full Heavy Cover 

Damage enemy models at 
range 

Indirect 
Attack 

Action Gunnery As weapon Sensor Lock Damage enemy models at 
range with indirect 
weaponry 

Melee Attack Action Piloting 0” unless 
modified by 
Reach 

LoS or Sensor Lock; No 
Full Heavy Cover; 
Melee weapon 

Damage enemy models at 
close range 

Snap Fire Reaction Gunnery/ 
Piloting 

As weapon Triggered by enemy 
under various 
circumstances 

React to the enemy with an 
attack 

Standby Action - - Combat Speed posture Preserve Actions to be 
spent later 

Overwatch Action - - Braced posture Preserve Actions to be 
spent later from Braced 

Chain Attack Reaction - As weapon Received Forward 
Observation 

Attack target of Forward 
Observation 

Order Free 
Action 

- Varies Must be a CGL. Costs a 
Command Point. 

Give a special Order to the 
Combat Group 

Patch Up Action Medic 6” Braced or Combat 
Speed posture 

Remove damage from a 
friendly Infantry model 

Repair Action Recovery Base contact Braced or Combat 
Speed posture 

Remove damage from a 
friendly non-Infantry model 

Sensor 
Sharing 

Free 
Reaction 

Sensor 
Suite 

6” - Allow friendly model to 
share Sensor Lock 

Authorize Free 
Reaction 

Comms:X Infinite Must be a CGL Distribute a Command 
Point 

Comms 
Boost 

Reaction Comms:X 6” or model is 
Receiver 

- Increase the Comms rating 
of a model by X 

Forward 
Observation 

Action Comms:X Sensor Lock Braced or Combat 
Speed posture 

Chain Indirect Attacks 

Detailed Scan Action Comms:X Half Sensors Braced or Combat 
Speed posture 

Complete objective 

Active ECM Reaction ECM:X Sensor Lock - Prevent enemy Comms use 

ECM Defense Action ECM:X 6” - Friendlies gain +XD6 on 
defense 

Disable 
Defense 

Action ECCM Sensor Lock - Removes ECM Defense 
Token 

Scramble Action ECM:X Sensor Lock - Give enemy Haywire token 

Unscramble Action ECCM Sensor Lock - Remove Haywire token 



1.8 TURN SEQUENCE 
Each Round of the game follows a sequence of 4 phases: 

● Initiative 
● Setup 
● ECM Defense 
● Action 

 
Initiative Phase 
Each player rolls a single D6 and adds modifiers based on their highest ranking Commander. The 
player with the highest resulting score is the winner of the Initiative roll. If the Initiative roll is tied, 
both players will roll again until one player is a winner. Note that Initiative rolls may not use Rerolls. 
 
Initiative Roll Modifiers 

Modifier Effect 

Highest ranking Commander is a Force Commander +4 

Highest ranking Commander is a Combat Group Leader +2 

Highest ranking Commander has Init:X trait +X 

Highest ranking Commander is Crippled -1 

Highest ranking Commander has a Haywire token -1 

 
Setup Phase 
The Setup phase is when Status effects are resolved and actions are refreshed. 

1. Models with a Corrosion token receive a Marginal Hit 
2. Refresh model Actions, Command and Skill points 
3. Remove tokens (Haywire, ECM Defense, Smoke, Action used, Standby, Order markers, 

Overwatch) Note: A model with overwatch tokens may choose to keep them. 
 
ECM Defense Phase 
The player who won the Initiative roll decides which player will be Active first. Beginning with the 
Active payer and alternating, players may choose to have models use the ECM Defense action. 
 
Action Phase 
The player who won the Initiative roll decides which player will be Active first. 

1. The Active player selects one of their Combat Groups which has not yet activated this 
round and activates it. 

2. The Active player selects one unused model in the active Combat Group to activate 
a. Choose posture for this activation (Combat, Braced, Top Speed) 
b. Move the model and spend its action(s) at any point before, during, or after 

movement 
c. A model that ends an activation with action(s) remaining will lose the action(s) 
d. The Active Player ends the activation of this model 

3. The Active player repeats step 2 until all models in the Combat Group have activated once. 
Then the Combat Group activation ends. 

4. The players switch roles (Passive player becomes Active and vice versa), and the new 
Active player begins with step 1. When all Combat Groups have activated once, the action 
phase ends. If one player has activated all their Combat Groups, the other player continues 
activating until all theirs have been activated. 



1.9 MARKERS AND TOKENS 
Players need to keep track of several pieces of information during a game of Heavy Gear Blitz 
Brigands. The following are some suggestions of convenient ways to do so, but you should use 
whatever method you find works. If you use coloured dice to represent some of this information we 
strongly recommend using a different colour to roll, to avoid the risk of accidentally picking up and 
rolling an important token! 
 
A model’s remaining Hull or Structure points can be tracked using dice of two colours, perhaps 
green and red. This makes it easy to tell at a glance which models are Crippled by looking for red 
dice, while the uppermost number shows the remaining points until the model is Crippled / 
Destroyed. 
 
A third colour of dice can indicate the height of infantry inside a building. Place the model on top of 
the building with a dice indicating its height in inches from ground level, or no dice for models on 
the ground floor. Infantry on the building’s roof have a dice set to the height of the building. 
 
A fourth colour dice can be used to mark models which are on Standby, with the uppermost 
number showing the number of Standby tokens. Models on Overwatch can either use a fifth colour 
or use an additional token alongside the Standby dice. 
 
Command Points and Skill Points are best represented with a two-sided token and turned 
upside-down when spent. This makes it easy to remember to refresh them during the Setup Phase 
of each round. 
 
Corrosion, Haywire, Airborne, and usage of certain Orders can be indicated by tokens but do not 
need a numerical value. ECM Defense can use either a token or another coloured dice to show the 
rating of the effect. 
 
When a model uses an action before its Activation, it can be marked with an Action Used token. 
 

2.0 POSTURE AND MOVEMENT 

2.1 POSTURE 
Posture is selected at the start of a Model’s Activation. 
A Model’s Posture determines how many moves it may make in its activation, which actions it may 
perform, and whether it receives a bonus or penalty to certain rolls. 
The posture selected for a Model only applies during its activation. 
The three Posture types are: 

● Combat Speed: The model may make one Move. 
● Braced: The model may not Move, but may Turn once. The model suffers a penalty 

modifier when defending and a bonus to other rolls 
● Top Speed: The model may make two Moves. The model gets a bonus when defending 

and suffers a penalty modifier to other rolls. 
 
  



Posture affects the modifiers for most rolls. Once a posture is selected, the model may spend 
Movement Rating or Actions it has remaining as the player chooses. By default, all models use the 
Combat Speed posture when they are passive, and when activating if no other posture has been 
declared. 
 
Posture Modifiers 

Posture Attacker Roll Modifier Defender Roll Modifier 

Braced +1D6 -1D6 

Combat Speed None None 

Top Speed -1D6 +1D6 

2.2 MOVEMENT 
When a model moves it may Move up to its Movement Rating (MR) in inches. This rating may be 
modified by terrain effects. When making a Move a model may: 

● Use all, part, or none of its Movement Rating Attribute (MR). 
● Move directly forward by spending one point of movement rating per inch moved. 
● Move directly backward by spending two points of movement rating per inch moved. 
● Make Turns up to the number of times allowed by the movement type. 

 
A model’s Movement Rating refreshes after each Move it makes. 
Movement does not require an action. 

2.2.a Turning 
To change direction a model must Turn. A Turn is a rotation of the model of up to 90 degrees. 

2.3 MOVEMENT TYPES 
Movement Types represent the different modes of travel possessed by models. They are indicated 
in a model’s profile with an abbreviation and a rating: e.g. W:5” indicates a Movement Type of 
Walker with a rating of 5 inches. A model with multiple Movement Types chooses one for each 
Move it makes. The Movement Type determines the number of Turns a model can make and 
whether its movement is limited in Area Terrain as shown in the table below. A model whose Move 
takes place entirely on a Road gains a bonus to its movement rating based on its Movement Type. 
 
Movement Types 

Movement Type Turns per Move Max Move in Area Terrain Bonus Move on Roads 

Walker (W) Unlimited Unlimited +1” 

Ground (G) One 2” +2” 

Hover (H) One 2” if Terrain Height >0” 
Unlimited otherwise 

+2” 

 
Additionally, a model using Walker movement may change elevation up to half its Height during a 
Move without spending any additional movement or using Climbing. This allows it to step over low 
obstacles or onto platforms, but does not allow it to climb partway up a taller obstacle. 



2.4 CLIMBING 
Models can only traverse vertical terrain by Climbing. This requires either the Climber trait or both 
the Arms Trait and the Walker Movement Type 

● A model with the Climber trait may climb as part of a Move using the Walker Movement 
Type. It may combine climbing and horizontal walking as part of the same Move. 

● A model with Arms and the Walker Movement Type but without Climber may use a Move to 
climb a distance up to its Height. It may not also move on non-vertical ground in the same 
Move. Infantry models can climb up to 1” instead of their Height. 

 
A model may combine vertical and horizontal movement (e.g. moving sideways along a cliff face) 
while Climbing. 
 
When a model reaches the top of a piece of vertical terrain it will need to move horizontally so that 
its base is entirely on the new surface. Similarly a model planning to climb down needs to move 
horizontally so its base is hanging next to the terrain. This horizontal movement can be paid for 
normally with Movement  

2.4a Attacking and defending while Climbing: 
A model without the Climber trait suffers a -1D6 modifier to any melee or ranged attack it makes 
while Climbing, and to defense rolls against such attacks. This includes Passive models which 
ended their Activation without their entire base on non-vertical terrain. 

2.5 FALLING 
A model that descends from elevation may choose to Climb down using the climbing rules or drop 
and take Falling Damage. This inflicts a number of Marginal Hits equal to the height fallen in inches 
minus the Model’s Piloting skill. Count only the distance from the bottom of the model to the 
surface to resolve the distance fallen. 

2.6 MOVEMENT THROUGH MODELS 
At no point may the silhouette of a model overlap with any part of another model’s silhouette. The 
only exception is infantry: other models may move through infantry models during their activation 
as long as they do not end their movement in the same space. 

2.7 SPECIAL MOVEMENT 

2.7a Jetpacks 
A model with the Jetpack:X” trait may make a Jetpack Move instead of a normal Move. A Jetpack 
Move may only turn once at the start of the move and does not use any movement type 
advantages or disadvantages. The model may move forwards or backwards in a straight line with 
both a horizontal and vertical distance up to the Jetpack trait rating and may not interrupt this move 
to spend an action. It can move over any terrain with a Height less than the Jetpack:X rating. A 
model using the Top Speed Posture may use either or both of its Moves to make a Jetpack Move. 

   



2.7b Thrusters 
The Thrusters:X” trait represents the ability of a model with Hover movement to displace a 
significant distance in the air as well as hovering directly above the ground. 
 
A model with this trait may displace vertically up to X” from the surface it’s on at any point during its 
Move. This allows it to cross Area Terrain of up to Height X” without penalty and to ‘jump’ on top of 
terrain. Additionally, once per Move it can displace laterally, at 90 degrees to its facing, by up to X”. 
This is a single displacement which does not use any Movement Rating, and cannot be split up (for 
example to move left 1” then right 1”). 
 

3.0 TERRAIN 

3.1 TYPES OF TERRAIN 
There are three kinds of Terrain; Open terrain, Area terrain, and Instance terrain. 
Open Terrain is the default and indicates the absence of any terrain that will affect a model. 
Area Terrain is any terrain that would hinder the movement of a model such as woods, ruins, or 
uneven ground like rocks or dunes. It can be represented as the players see fit but is abstractly 
defined with certain properties - e.g. a wood may be represented by some trees, but the 
height/shape of the individual tree models used is not relevant, only the properties of the Area 
Terrain. 
Instance Terrain is things like rock outcroppings, boulders, buildings, walls etc. The shape of this 
terrain is relevant and is used to determine line of sight etc, unlike with Area Terrain. Models may 
not move through Instance Terrain, only over/under/around it. 
 
Each piece of Instance Terrain has a Terrain Rating, which is either Light or Heavy. 

● Light Terrain is anything which would block sight but not stop high-velocity weaponry, such 
as fences, bushes, light trees and thin walls. 

● Heavy Terrain is anything which would largely prevent direct weapons fire, such as most 
buildings, thick concrete walls, and rocks or hills. 

3.1a Roads: 
Roads are a special type of Open terrain which provide a bonus to the Movement Rating of models 
that complete their entire Move on a Road. This bonus depends on the Movement Type being 
used by the model. Models using Walker gain +1” per Move, while those using Ground or Hover 
gain 2” per Move. 

3.2 AREA TERRAIN 
Area Terrain is any terrain a model may enter which can provide Cover or hinder movement. For 
simplicity, area terrain has a uniform Height equal to the highest point if not noted otherwise. Area 
Terrain will provide Cover from Indirect attacks (as their Origin Point is directly above the Target) if 
it has a Height equal or greater to the Target that is within it. Area Terrain has a Terrain Rating just 
like Instance Terrain. 



3.2a Water Terrain 
Water is a type of Area Terrain. Each piece of Water terrain has a Depth instead of a Height. 
Models may enter and move through water with a Depth that is up to half their Height. Models may 
not enter Water terrain deeper than this unless they have the Amphibious trait or are using Hover 
movement. Models using Hover movement may cross Water but may not end a move in Water 
unless it is less than half their Height. Models using Hover movement treat Water as Open Terrain 
when determining movement rate. 
 
If the Depth of the Water is greater than half the height of the model then it gains Light Defensive 
Cover. For the sake of simplicity a Model in Water does not displace vertically. 

3.2b Buildings 
Each floor of a building counts as a piece of area terrain except for the roof which only counts the 
edge of the roof as instance terrain. Only Infantry models may enter buildings. When setting up a 
game, players need to decide the following for each building: 

● Its size, which determines its Hull/Structure rating: Small (8/8), Medium (10/10), or Large 
(12/12); 

● Its Armor rating: ordinary civilian structures have Armor 7, military outposts 10, and fortified 
bunkers 12; 

● Where it can be entered: walls should either be determined impassable except for certain 
specified entry points, or else Infantry should be allowed to move through them at any point 
by spending 1” of movement. 

● Whether it has roof access: by default models cannot move from the top floor onto the roof. 
 
Once within a building, Infantry may move up or down floors by spending movement. Each floor is 
1” unless otherwise agreed upon before play. 
 
Buildings can be Attacked and always roll 1 on their Defense rolls. The Attacker never benefits 
from Skill Advantage when attacking a building. The Armor-Piercing (AP) weapon trait has no 
effect on buildings, but the Anti-Structure (AS) trait doubles the damage after all other calculations. 
If a non-Area of Effect attack targeting a model in a building misses the target, resolve the attack 
again treating the building as the target and using the result of the original attack roll. 
 
When a building becomes Crippled any impassable walls become passable to Infantry as long as 
they spend 1” of movement. 
 
When a building is destroyed it becomes Heavy area terrain with a Height of 1”. All models on top 
of or climbing the walls of the building fall to the ground and take Falling Damage based on the 
height fallen. Models inside the building count as having fallen from its top. 

3.3 INCLINES AND VERTICAL TERRAIN 
Inclines of more than 45 degrees are considered Vertical Terrain and may only be Climbed. 
Inclines less than 45 degrees may be crossed as normal terrain of their type. Players should define 
which Terrain is inclined before the game starts. 
 



4.0 SILHOUETTES, ORIGIN POINTS, LOCK, 
AND COVER 

4.1 SILHOUETTES 
A Silhouette is used to determine the actual location of a Model on the Battlefield, irrespective of 
the shape of the physical miniature. Every Model has a three dimensional Silhouette with a base 
equal to the Model’s base and a height equal to the Model’s height attribute. A Model without a 
base counts the footprint of the physical miniature as its base. 

4.2 ORIGIN POINTS 
Origin Points are relevant both for Attacking and determining Line of Sight (a type of Lock). 
 
For the purpose of determining Line of Sight the Origin Point must always be within the Silhouette 
of the subject Model. 
 
When Attacking the Origin Point represents where the attack is coming from for the purposes of 
determining Cover. An Origin Point can be a point on the battlefield, a point in the air above the 
battlefield, or a point within the Silhouette of a Model. 
 

● For Direct Attacks and Melee Attacks the Attacker chooses a point on the Attacking Model 
as their Origin Point. 

● For an Indirect Attack the ordnance comes from above, so the Origin Point is considered to 
be 12” directly above each Target. 

● For weapons with the Blast:X trait any Secondary Targets use the Target Point as the 
Origin Point. This overrides the above two rules. 

 
Note: While the Origin Point is used to determine Cover, it is not used to determine Range. 

4.3 LOCK 
Lock represents the ability of one Model to detect and target another Model or Target Point, either 
directly or via sensors. There are two types of Lock: Line of Sight (LoS) and Sensor Lock. 
A Model has LoS to a target  if it can draw an uninterrupted line from an Origin Point anywhere 
within its Silhouette to the Target Point or any part of the Target Model’s Silhouette. 
A model has Sensor Lock to any Target Point or Model within its Sensor range (usually 18” unless 
modified), regardless of intervening terrain. 
Note: For most attacks, having either kind of Lock to the target is sufficient. Sensor Lock is 
required for Indirect Attacks, attacks made against models with the Stealth trait, and certain 
Electronic Warfare actions. 

4.3a Sensor Range Modifiers 
Any of the following circumstances reduce the effective Sensor range of the model attempting to 
establish Sensor Lock by 6”. This modifier can only be applied once and does not stack. 

● The target is an Infantry type model 
● The target is a model with the Stealth Trait 
● The target is a point or model within 6” of a friendly model with an ECM Defense token 



4.3b Sensor Sharing (reaction) 
A model with the Sensor Suite trait can, as a free reaction, allow a friendly model within 6” of it to 
share its Sensor Lock to enemy models. If the model has the SatUp trait, it can additionally share 
Sensor Lock with any friendly model which also has SatUp. 
 
This only allows Sensor Lock; Cover is still determined between the attacker and the defender and 
Full Heavy Cover will still prevent Direct attacks, though Indirect attacks will ignore any 
non-overhanging Cover. A model using Sensor Sharing may be attacked with a Snap Fire reaction, 
resolved simultaneously with the Active model’s action. 

4.4 COVER 
The layout of the battlefield and positioning of models in relation to each other determines how 
much Cover those models have to protect them from attacks or avoid being seen. Cover is vital to 
determine whether a model has Line of Sight (LoS) or Sensor Lock to a target. It can also provide a 
defense modifier that improves the Defender’s ability to avoid damage from attacks. There are two 
main types of Cover: Full and Defensive. 
 
Cover is determined from the Origin Point of an action. This is usually the Attacking Model, but can 
be determined from a different point in the case of an Indirect Attack, or one made with a weapon 
with the Blast:X trait. 
 
To have Full Cover from an Origin Point, the Model’s entire Silhouette must be obscured from that 
point. A Model may have one of two subtypes of Full Cover: 

1. Heavy Full Cover. 100% of the Model’s Silhouette is obscured from the Origin Point by 
Heavy terrain. Line of Sight is blocked. Any attack from the Origin Point is blocked. 

2. Light Full Cover. 100% of the Model’s Silhouette is obscured from the Origin Point by any 
terrain. Line of Sight is blocked. 

 
Note: Because both types of Full Cover block LoS, they prevent attacks unless the attacker has 
Sensor Lock, or is chaining Indirect Attacks to a Forward Observation. 
 
Defensive Cover provides a modifier to the model’s defense roll. It works in parallel with Full Cover. 
A model may have one of two types of Defensive Cover: 

1. Heavy Defensive Cover. 50% or more of the model’s silhouette is obscured from the Origin 
Point of the attack by Heavy terrain. The model gets +2D6 on its defense roll. 

2. Light Defensive Cover. 50% or more of the model’s silhouette is obscured from the Origin 
Point of the attack by any terrain. The model gets +1D6 on its defense roll. 

 
Note: Models in Full Cover also benefit from Defensive Cover. A model may only have one type of 
Full Cover and/or one type of Defensive Cover (so the maximum defensive modifier is +2D6). 
 
Summary of Cover benefits 

Cover from Origin Point Line of Sight Possible Sensor Lock Possible Defense Modifier 

Light Defensive Cover Yes Yes +1D6 

Heavy Defensive 
Cover 

Yes Yes +2D6 

Full Light Cover No Yes  



Full Heavy Cover No Yes Negates Attack 

4.4a Area terrain as Cover 
A model that is within or behind Area Terrain may count it for Cover provided there is at least 1” of 
area terrain between the target model and the Origin Point of the attack. Area terrain obscures all 
of a model’s Silhouette up to a height equal to its Height rating. 
 
Note: This means that if area terrain has a Height greater than or equal to that of the Model it will 
provide Full Cover, if it is at least half the Model’s Height it will provide Defensive Cover, and if less 
than that it will not provide any Cover unless in conjunction with other pieces of terrain. 

4.4b Intervening models as Cover 
Models can be used as Cover if they are between the Attacker and the Target. 
Infantry cannot provide Cover to other models. 
Models with AR:7 or less count as Light terrain for the purposes of Cover. 
Models with AR:8 or greater count as Heavy terrain for the purposes of Cover. 
A Destroyed model can still be used as Cover. 

5.0 ATTACKING 

5.1 WEAPONS 
Every Attack uses a single Weapon. Each non-melee weapon may only be used to attack with 
once in each round regardless of weapon traits or a model having multiple actions. 

5.1a Weapon Attributes 
Here’s an example of three Weapon Types. The complete table of Weapons is in the Appendix. 
 
Example Weapons 

Weapon Type Code Range VL L M H VH Traits Category 

Autocannon *AC 6-18 / 36” 5 6 7 8  Burst:1, Split:2 Ballistic 

Rocket Pack *RP 6-18 / 36” 6 7 8 9 10 AE:3” Ballistic, Indirect 

Tank Gun *TG 12-36 / 72”  9 11 13 15 AP:2, AS, Blast:2” Ballistic 

 
● Weapon Type: The full name of the weapon type. 
● Code: A shorthand for the weapon used in model statlines. The prefix for the Code 

identifies whether the weapon is the Very Light (VL), Light (L), Medium (M), Heavy (H), or 
Very Heavy (VH) version. Example: An LRP is a Light Rocket Pack. 

● Range: The Range of the Weapon type indicates the Optimal range band and the Maximum 
range in inches. 

● VL (Very Light): The Penetration of the standard Very Light version of this weapon. 
● L (Light): The Penetration of the standard Light version of this weapon. 
● M (Medium): The Penetration of the standard Medium version of this weapon. 
● H (Heavy): The Penetration of the standard Heavy version of this weapon. 
● VH (Very Heavy): The Penetration of the standard Very Heavy version of this weapon. 

Note: Many weapons do not have all five versions. 
● Traits: Lists any Weapon Traits. 



● Optimal and Suboptimal Ranges: Targets within the listed band of ranges, denoted by a 
hyphen, are in Optimal range. Targets either closer than Optimal range or between Optimal 
and Maximum range are at Suboptimal range. 

● Category: See section below. 
 
Note: Maximum range is always double the higher end of Optimal range, and the low end of 
Optimal range is one third of the higher end, for all weapons except the Pack Gun, Hand Grenade, 
and Flamer. These have a lower limit of 0 to Optimal range and a Maximum range which may differ 
from double Optimal. 

5.1b Weapon Category 
Every Weapon has a Category which determines its firing options, the types of Attack it may be 
used to make, and the impact of range. When using a Weapon with more than one Category you 
may choose which Category to use for each Attack. 
 
 

Weapon 
Category 

Attack 
Type 

Range Modifiers Can chain 
to FO 

Lock Requirement Origin Point 

Ballistic Direct Optimal: - 
Suboptimal: -1D6 

No Los / Sensor Lock In attacker’s 
Silhouette 

Indirect Indirect Optimal: -1D6 
Suboptimal: -2D6 

Yes Sensor Lock 12” above target 

Missile Direct Optimal: - 
Suboptimal: -2D6 

No LoS / Sensor Lock In attacker’s 
Silhouette 

Advanced Direct Optimal: +1 to result 
Suboptimal: - 

No LoS / Sensor Lock In attacker’s 
Silhouette 

Melee Melee - No - In attacker’s 
Silhouette 

 

5.1c Weapon Traits 
 
Weapon Traits are abilities that define the way weapons function beyond range and damage and 
are recorded in the Weapon table. These traits are part of the weapon and do not need to be noted 
with the weapon code for them to be present. 
 
Associated Traits: 
Associated Traits are traits that are added to a Weapons in addition to the standard list of traits for 
that Weapon Type. These traits are noted in brackets next to the Weapon code and include any 
Arcs required if the Weapon has an Arc other than Front. 
Example: The Hunter in 2.12 has a Light Autocannon (LAC) with the Associated trait: Snap. The 
Autocannon carried by the Hunter therefore has the traits: Snap, Burst:1, Split:2. 
 
Replacement Associated Traits: 
If a weapon has an Associated trait with a different rating than the standard Weapon Trait, the 
Associated Trait rating replaces the Weapon Trait rating. 
Example: A model has a LAC (Burst:2). An Autocannon normally has a Weapon Trait of Burst:1. 
The Associated Trait rating replaces the Weapon Trait rating and the LAC has a Burst:2 trait. 



5.2 ATTACK TYPES 
There are three kinds of attacks a model can make; Direct, Indirect, and Melee. 

5.2a Direct Attack (action) 
Direct Attacks are the most basic type of ranged attack action and may be made by any weapon 
from the Ballistic, Advanced, or Missile Weapon Category. A Direct Attack requires the attacker to 
have either LoS or Sensor Lock to its Primary Target or Target Point. For a Direct Attack the Origin 
Point is a point chosen within the Silhouette of the attacking model. 

5.2b Indirect Attack (action) 
Indirect attacks are high trajectory attacks and are less accurate than most weapons, but can be 
fired over intervening cover. Indirect category weapons have a -1D6 modifier at Optimal Range and 
a -2D6 modifier at Suboptimal Range. For an Indirect Attack the Origin Point is 12” directly above 
each Target. Because of this, Targets of Indirect Attacks do not benefit from Cover except from 
Area terrain of height greater than or equal to the height of the model, or instance terrain which 
overhangs the Model. 
 
Indirect attacks can also be chained to a Forward Observation action in order to fire at targets the 
firing model does not have LoS or Sensor Lock to. 
 
Unless chained to a Forward Observation, Indirect Attacks always require Sensor Lock to the 
Primary Target or Target Point. 

5.2c Melee Attack (action) 
Any attack made with a Melee category weapon is a Melee Attack. It resolves similarly to a Direct 
Attack and uses an Origin Point in the same way, but the Attacker uses their Piloting skill to 
determine Skill Advantage rather than Gunnery. Melee category weapons can also be used to 
make multiple attacks in a Round if the Attacker spends multiple Actions. Melee attacks do not 
require LoS or Sensor Lock, but may still be entirely blocked by Full Heavy Cover. 

5.3 ENGAGED IN MELEE 
A model that is in range of a Melee category weapon carried by an enemy model is Engaged by 
that model. For most Melee weapons range is 0”, requiring base-to-base contact to be Engaged, 
but the Reach trait can increase this. 
A model which is Engaged suffers a -1D6 penalty to any attacks it makes which do not target a 
model it is Engaged by. 
If a model which is Engaged moves, each enemy model it is Engaged by may immediately make a 
single Snap Fire Melee Attack reaction against it, resolved before the move takes place. Models 
with the Thrusters trait do not trigger this attack. 
Note: This Snap Fire attack still requires an action and must meet any other requirements. 

   



5.4 ATTACKING MULTIPLE TARGETS 
Weapons with the AE:X”, Blast:X”, or Split:X traits are able to target multiple models with a single 
attack action. Such attacks may have up to one Primary Target and any number of Secondary 
Targets. 
 
The following rules apply to all multi-Target attacks: 

● Make one attack roll per target, with a -1D6 modifier to all Secondary Targets in addition to 
other Standard Modifiers. 

● Declare all targets and Snap Fire responses before making any attack rolls. 
● Resolve all attacks and reactions before applying any damage effects. 
● Each target can only be attacked once by a single Attack action. 

5.4a Area Effect [AE:X”] Attacks 
An attack from a weapon with the AE:X” trait targets a single Target Point, which may either be 
within a model’s Silhouette or elsewhere on the battlefield. If the target point lies within a model’s 
silhouette that model is the attack’s Primary Target. 
 
The attack has an Area of Effect covering a sphere centred on the Target Point and a radius of X”. 
Any other models with any part of their Silhouettes within the Area of Effect (including friendly 
models and the firing model itself) are potential Secondary Targets. For each such model, 
determine Cover as normal - all Cover between it and the Attacker for Direct Attacks, and only 
overhanging Cover for Indirect Attacks. If the model has Full Heavy Cover it will not become a 
Secondary Target; otherwise it will. Range modifiers for all attacks are determined using the 
distance to the Target Point. 
 
Note: The Attacker ignores requirements to have LoS or Sensor Lock to Secondary Targets. 
Attack rolls using AE weapons always roll at least 1D6 regardless of negative modifiers. Models 
attacked using AE do not benefit from ECM Defense. 

5.4b The Blast:X trait 
An attack from a weapon with the Blast:X follows the same rules as an attack from a weapon with 
the AE:X trait except: 

● It ignores the Agile trait as well as ECM Defense 
● The cover for any Secondary Targets is always determined from the Target Point (i.e. cover 

must be between the Target Point and Secondary Target to count) 

5.4c Split Attacks 
A weapon with the Split:X trait may be used to either attack a single Primary Target, or up to X 
targets. 
If the second option is chosen then all targets: 

● Must be in LoS or Sensor Lock 
● Must be within 6” of one other target of the attack 
● Are considered Secondary Targets 



5.5 ATTACK MODIFIERS 

5.5a Range Modifiers 
These modifiers apply to all attacks based on the Weapon Category being used and the range to 
the target. 
 
Range Modifiers 

Weapon Category Optimal Range Suboptimal Range 

Ballistic - -1D6 

Indirect -1D6 -2D6 

Missile - -2D6 

Advanced +1 to result - 

Melee - - 

5.5b Ranged Attack Modifiers 
All Direct and Indirect attacks use these modifiers. 
 
Ranged Attack Modifiers 

Modifier Name Requirement Effect 

Back Attack on non-Vehicle Attacker is completely in the 
target’s Back Arc. 

+1D6 to Attacker 

Back Attack on Vehicle Attacker is completely in the 
target’s Back Arc. Defender has 
the Vehicle type. 

+2D6 to Attacker 

Range Modifier Target is within specified Range 
bracket of weapon being used 

-1D6, -2D6, or +1 
result to Attacker, as 
per table 

Weapon Trait modifier  Attacker is using a weapon with 
one or more traits (e.g. Burst:X) 
which provide a modifier to 
Ranged Attacks 

As per trait(s) 

Model Trait modifier Attacker or Defender has one or 
more traits (e.g. ANN) which 
provide a modifier to Ranged 
Attacks. 

As per trait(s) 

Cover Intervening terrain. Attack is Direct +1D6 or +2D6 to 
Defender 

ECM Defense Within 6” of a friendly model with 
an ECM Defense token 

+XD6 to Defender 



Airborne Defender is Airborne (VTOL or 
deploying via Airdrop) 

+1D6 to Defender 

Standard Modifiers Posture and/or Crippled status +/-XD6 to Attacker or 
Defender 

Skill Advantage Attacker’s Gunnery (GU) skill is 
different to defender’s Piloting (PI) 

+0/1D6 to Attacker or 
Defender 

Secondary Target Attack is using AE and Defender is 
not Primary target, or attack is 
using Split 

-1D6 to Attacker 

 

5.5c Melee Attack Modifiers 
All Melee attacks use these modifiers. 
 
Melee Attack Modifiers 

Modifier Name Requirement Effect 

Back Attack on non-Vehicle Any part of Attacker’s 
Silhouette is in the target’s 
Back Arc, and was at start of 
activation 

+1D6 to Attacker 

Back Attack on Vehicle Any part of Attacker’s 
Silhouette is in the target’s 
Back Arc, and was at start of 
activation. Defender has the 
Vehicle type. 

+2D6 to Attacker 

Model trait Attacker or Defender has one 
or more traits (e.g. Brawler:X) 
which provide a modifier in 
melee. 

As per Trait(s) 

Defenseless The Defender has no weapon 
in the melee category 

-1D6 to Defender 

Standard Modifiers Posture and/or Crippled status +/-XD6 to Attacker or 
Defender 

Skill Advantage One model has higher Piloting  +0/1D6 to Attacker or 
Defender 

   



5.6 DAMAGE 
The following Attributes interact to determine the damage caused. 

● Margin of Success: The amount by which the attacking model beat the defending model. 
● Penetration: The Penetration rating of the Weapon. 
● Armor: The Armor Rating of the target. 
● Weapon Traits: Some Weapon Traits affect, augment, or change the way damage is 

caused. 
 
Damage Resolution: 
The Margin of Success of the attack plus the Penetration of the weapon minus the Armor of the 
Target will give the Damage caused. A negative result leads to 0 Damage. 
 
MoS + PEN - AR = Damage 

5.6a Marginal Hits 
When Margin of Success plus Penetration is equal to the Armor Rating of the target, the attack is 
considered a Marginal Hit. Marginal Hits require the attacker to roll 1D6 with no modifiers. On a 
result of 4+ the target takes 1 damage. Some special weapon effects can cause multiple marginal 
hits, in which case roll a number of dice equal to the number required and each dice that rolls of a 
4+ will do one damage. 

5.6b Effects of Damage 
A model’s Hull & Structure (H/S) Attribute rating represents how ruggedly it is built, and is given 
two values, separated by a slash. Damage is applied to a model’s Hull rating first, then the 
Structure rating. Each point of damage reduces the relevant rating by 1. 
Example: A model with a H/S:4/2 has 4 Hull points and 2 Structure Points. 
A model that loses all of its Hull Points is Crippled. 
A model that loses all of its Hull and Structure points is Destroyed. 

5.6c Crippled Models 
When a model loses all of its Hull Points it is Crippled. A Crippled model:: 

● Suffers the standard -1D6 modifier to all rolls. 
● May not choose the Top Speed Posture when activating. 
● Halves its Sensor Range Attribute. 
● May not attack with, use, or benefit from any weapons or traits with the Auxiliary (Aux) trait. 

5.6d Destroyed Models 
When a model loses all of its Hull and Structure points it is Destroyed. The Model remains on the 
Battlefield at the position it last occupied, with a Height half the model’s normal Height rating. 
Immediately remove all damage, status, ECM defense, Standby, and Order tokens. Mark the 
model with a destroyed token or lie it on its side. It is treated as Light cover if it has AR:7 or less, 
and Heavy Cover if it has AR:8 or more. This Destroyed model may be targeted and will be 
removed if further attacks cause an Overkill result. 

   



5.6e Overkill 
If a model suffers a number of damage points from a single attack greater than or equal to the sum 
of its starting hull and structure point ratings then it has been Overkilled. An Overkilled model is still 
destroyed but is removed from the Battlefield instead of generating terrain. Destroyed models may 
be attacked in the hope of Overkilling them to remove cover. When attacked they always roll a 1 on 
their Defense rolls. 
Example: A Hunter Gear with a Hull and Structure rating of 4/2 has been reduced to 2/2 and is hit 
by a powerful attack that does 4 damage. The Hunter will be Destroyed but not Overkilled. A hit 
that did 6 damage would overkill the Hunter and remove it from the table. 

5.7 SPECIAL WEAPON EFFECTS 
Some Weapons do more than just follow the normal model of dealing Damage, providing an 
additional Special Weapon Effect. 

5.7a Armor Piercing (AP) 
Weapons with the AP:X trait can do AP damage. AP damage is equal to the Margin of Success 
(MoS) of the attack up to a maximum of the AP:X rating. When a target is hit by a weapon with AP 
it receives either AP damage or normal damage, whichever is greater. 
 
An attack that inflicts AP damage will not also inflict a Marginal Hit if the MoS + PEN equals the 
defender’s AR. AP never applies against Buildings. 
 
Example: A Hunter fires a Light Bazooka (LBZ) at a Voltigeur tank. The LBZ has Penetration 7 and 
AP:2. The Voltigeur has Armor 11. 
Case 1: The Hunter gets a MoS of 1. AP damage would be 1 while normal damage would be 0. 
The Voltigeur takes 1 damage. 
Case 2: The Hunter gets a MoS of 5. AP damage would be 2, since its maximum is the rating of 
the AP trait, while normal damage would be 1. The Voltigeur takes 2 damage. 
Case 3: The Hunter gets a MoS of 7. AP damage would be 2, while normal damage would be 3. 
The Voltigeur takes 3 damage. 
 
Note: If the Penetration of the weapon is equal to or greater than the target’s Armor Rating there is 
no need to work out AP damage as it will never be more than standard damage. 

5.7b Special Damage Effects 
Haywire: 
When a model is hit by a weapon with the Haywire trait, it receives damage as normal then 
receives a Haywire token and takes one Marginal Hit. A model with a Haywire token counts as 
Crippled. If a model has a Haywire token as well as having lost all its Hull points it suffers an 
additional -1D6, for a total of -2D6, to all rolls. 
Remove the Haywire token in the Setup phase. 
 
Fire [Fire:X]: 
When a model is hit by a weapon with the Fire trait, it receives damage as normal then takes a 
number of Marginal Hits equal to the rating of the Fire:X trait. 
 
  



Corrosion: 
When a model is hit by a weapon with the Corrosion trait, it receives damage as normal then takes 
a number of Marginal Hits equal to the Margin of Success of the attack. In addition a Corrosion 
token will be placed on the model. 
 
In each Setup phase, any model with a Corrosion token takes a single Marginal Hit. A Corrosion 
token will persist on the model until the game ends or the model is destroyed. A model with a 
Corrosion token that is hit by another attack with Corrosion will take the immediate Marginal Hits 
for the attack but will not place another Corrosion token. A model can only have one Corrosion 
token at a time.  
Infantry may never receive a Corrosion token but take Marginal Hits as normal. 

5.8 DETAILED ATTACK ACTION SUMMARY AND TIMING 
01. Select Target(s) 
02. Measure Range 
03. Determine Lock and Cover 
04. Select Weapon and Category 

a. Missile, Ballistic, Advanced = Direct Attack 
b. Indirect = Indirect Attack 
c. Melee = Melee Attack 

05. If this Attack is being made by the Active model, Targets and models within 6” of them 
choose whether to Snap Fire 

06. Determine whether Attacker or Defender, or neither, has Skill Advantage 
07. Determine Attacker modifiers using either Ranged or Melee modifiers table 
08. Determine Defender modifiers using either Ranged or Melee modifiers table 
09. Attacker rolls 2D6 Base Dice +XD6 from Dice Modifiers 
10. Defender rolls 2D6 Base Dice +XD6 from Dice Modifiers 
11. Apply any Result Modifiers for Attacker and Defender 
12. Compare final results to determine Attacker Margin of Success (MoS) 
13. Attacker chooses whether to Reroll (via Skill Point, Command Point, Order) 
14. Defender chooses whether to Reroll (via Skill Point, Command Point, Order) 
15. If either player chose to Reroll they do so now, then repeat steps 10-15 
16. If final Margin of Success is 0+ then the Attack hits 
17. If Attack hits, determine Damage (MoS + PEN - AR = Damage) 

a. If Attacker’s Weapon has the AP trait, then Damage is equal to MoS up to the rating 
of the trait, or normal Damage, whichever is greater 

b. If MoS + PEN - AR = 0 and there is no AP damage, roll a Marginal Hit (Roll 1D6, 
Defender suffers 1 Damage on a 4+) 

18. Before applying Damage, work out any Snap Fire. Damage from Snap Fire is always 
resolved simultaneously with the Action which triggered it. Any model which chose to Snap 
Fire must complete this reaction (and so use up an action) 

19. Subtract the Damage from the remaining Hull / Structure of the defending model 
20. Apply any Special Weapon Effects (Corrosion, Fire, Haywire) 

   



6.0 STANDBY, OVERWATCH AND SNAP FIRE 

6.1 STANDBY (ACTION) 
The Standby action allows a model to save its action until a later point in the round. To use 
Standby, a model must be in Combat Speed posture. The model’s activation immediately ends and 
it receives one Standby token for each remaining action, and one additional token if the model has 
the Autopilot trait. 
A Standby token can be removed instead of spending an action, at any time the model could use 
an action. Standby tokens remaining in the Setup phase are removed. 

6.2 OVERWATCH (ACTION) 
The Overwatch action is identical to the Standby action except: 

● It requires the Braced posture rather than Combat Speed posture 
● It grants an Overwatch token rather than a Standby token, though Overwatch tokens may 

be used in all cases where a Standby token could be used 
● Any model with an Overwatch token counts as being in the Braced posture and uses all 

associated modifiers until all Overwatch tokens are removed. These modifiers will apply 
during the action on which the model spends its last token. 

● A model with Overwatch tokens remaining in the Setup phase may choose to keep them 
instead of refreshing actions. If it does so it gains additional Overwatch tokens until it has a 
number equal to its Actions rating, plus one if it has Autopilot, and loses all actions for the 
round. A model with an Overwatch token may activate but if it chooses a posture other than 
Braced it immediately loses any Overwatch tokens. 

 
Note: The purpose of Overwatch is to provide more accurate attacks from Standby. It also enables 
the triggering of Snap Fire in one more case. 

6.3 SNAP FIRE (REACTION) 
A Snap Fire reaction is an Attack action a Passive model may choose to make in response to an 
enemy action. 
Once a model has chosen to Snap Fire it must complete this reaction (e.g. it cannot decide to not 
use an action simply because the previous snap firing model has destroyed the target). 
A Snap Fire reaction may only be declared with a weapon that has the Snap trait. 
A Snap Fire reaction may only ever be declared against an Active model and only if the Passive 
model: 

● Is the target of an Attack Action or EW Action by the Active model; 
● Is within 6” of a target of an Attack Action or EW Action by the Active model; or 
● Has an Overwatch token and LoS to an Active model which just ended a Move. 

 
Declare Snap Fire after an Active model declares a target or Move. Snap Fire Attacks resolve 
simultaneously with the Action that triggered them (though to avoid confusion we suggest working 
out each dice roll sequentially!). Resolve all Actions and Reactions before applying any Damage. 
 
Snap Fire is an Attack and follows the standard rules for the Category of Weapon chosen. It will 
cost an action or Standby/Overwatch token unless made with a weapon with the Auto trait. 
 
Snap Fire Attacks may not be Split Attacks. 



 
Multiple Models may Snap Fire in response to a single enemy Action. Models with multiple actions 
may only Snap Fire once for each time Snap Fire is triggered. 
 
Note: You may wish to place a reminder token next to a model which used a reaction to remind 
you that it has one less action when it next comes time to activate that model. These should be 
removed in the Setup Phase when actions refresh. 

6.3a Snap Fire with an AE:X or Blast:X weapon 
Snap Fire made with a weapon which has either the AE:X or Blast:X works as per normal with the 
Active model being the Primary Target, but with the possibility of Secondary targets as per usual 
Area Effect or Blast rules. 

6.3b Snap Fire in response to a Melee Attack 
Snap Fire made in response to a Melee Attack can ignore the usual restrictions concerning the Arc 
of the Weapon if the active model began its activation in the arc of the weapon used to Snap Fire, 
even if the active model has moved out of that weapon arc. 
 
Note: This means if you are charging into melee combat with an enemy model you cannot avoid 
Snap Fire by simply moving into their Back Arc. 

7.0 COMMANDERS, FORMATION, AND 
ORDERS 

7.1 COMMANDERS 
A Commander is a model that is selected to be a leader of a Force or Combat Group. 
Commanders take initiative tests, give orders, and distribute Command Point Rerolls. The ratings 
for the Initiative bonus and number of Command Points are listed below. 
 
Commander Attributes 

Commander Type Initiative Bonus Command Points 

Force Commander (FOC) 4 2 

Combat Group Leader (CGL) 2 1 

Non-Commander model 0 0 

 
 
Commanders: 

● Combat Group Leader (CGL): Required, one per Primary Unit. 
○ The CGL can use Command Points to give Rerolls or Orders to models in its 

Combat Group. 
● Force Commander (FOC): Required upgrade to one Combat Group Leader. 

○ The Force Commander has more Command Points than other CGLs, and can use 
them to give Rerolls to models in any Combat Group. The FOC also takes Initiative 
rolls for the Force. 

● Second-in-Command (2iC): Optional upgrade, one per Primary Unit. 



○ The 2iC becomes the Combat Group Leader of their Combat Group if the original 
Combat Group Leader model has been destroyed. 

● Executive Officer (XO): Optional Upgrade, one per Force. 
○ The XO becomes the Force Commander if the original Force Commander model 

has been destroyed. 
Note: 

● Only a commander may select a model with with the CMD Unit Availability modifier on the 
Unit Availability Code relevant to the Unit, though Commanders may also select a model 
without the CMD modifier. 

● A Unit could have up to three commanders; the CGL or FOC, a XO, and a 2iC. The XO 
does not have to be in the same unit as the FOC. 

● The XO and 2iC do not have any Command Points until they replace the FOC or CGL 
respectively. 

7.2 CHAIN OF COMMAND 
The highest ranking Commander on the Force present on the battlefield will make the Initiative roll 
each Round. If no Commanders are present on the battlefield then one non-Commander model 
must be nominated to make the Initiative roll. 

7.3 FORMATION 
The Heavy Gear Battlefield is packed with conflicting battlefield-wide sensor jamming, making 
normal conversation difficult at short range and extremely difficult at medium or long ranges. The 
Formation rules indicate which models a Combat Group Leader can effectively talk to. 
 
A model can be in Formation with its own Combat Group Leader (CGL) and/or with the Force 
Commander. Additionally a CGL or FOC is always considered in Formation with itself. 
 
The following rules determine which models in the Combat Group are in Formation with their CGL: 

● All models within 6” of the CGL are in Formation with it 
● If a model with Comms:0 (the Comms:X trait cannot be reduced below 0) or higher is in 

Formation with the CGL, so are all other models from the Combat Group within 6” of this 
model 

● If a model with SatUp is in Formation with the CGL, so are all other models from the 
Combat Group with SatUp 

 
The Force Commander (FOC) uses the same rules in determining which members of its own 
Combat Group are in Formation with it. Additionally, friendly models from other Combat Groups 
may be in Formation with the FOC in the following circumstances: 

● Any model within 6” of the FOC is in Formation with it, regardless of Combat Group 
● If a model with Comms:0 (the Comms:X trait cannot be reduced below 0) or higher from the 

FOC’s Combat Group is in Formation with the FOC, so is any CGL within 6” of this model 
● If a model with SatUp from the FOC’s Combat Group is in Formation with the FOC, so is 

any CGL with SatUp 

7.4 COMMAND POINTS 
Command Points (CP) represent the ability of a commander to overcome bad luck or capitalize on 
a situation by exhorting models under their command to skillful or decisive action. A Command 
Point may be used as a reaction to Reroll any one roll, or to give models an Order. The maximum 



number of Command Points a Commander can have at any time is defined by the rank of the 
Commander. 

7.4a Sending Command Points to models in Formation 
A Combat Group Leader (CGL) may spend a Command Point to grant a Reroll to itself or another 
model which is in Formation with it. This does not require an action from the CGL and cannot fail or 
be prevented. 
 
Note: The Force Commander is also the Combat Group Leader of its own Combat Group. 

7.4b Sending Command Points to models out of Formation 
If a Combat Group Leader (including the Force Commander) wishes to spend a Command Point to 
grant a Reroll to a model which is not in Formation with it, then it must use an Authorize reaction. 
This is a free reaction requiring at least Comms:0 to attempt (the Comms:X trait cannot be reduced 
below 0). A CGL can use this to grant a Reroll to any model in its Combat Group, and a Force 
Commander to grant a Reroll to any CGL. Friendly models can react to this with Comms Boosting. 

7.4c Refreshing Command Points 
In the Setup phase each Commander refreshes their Command Points up to their limit. If an XO or 
2iC becomes Force Commander or Combat Group Leader due to the original FoC or CGL being 
destroyed, it immediately gains a number of Command Points based on its new rank. 

7.5 ORDERS 
Orders represent tactical leadership and are available to Combat Group Leaders (CGL) including 
the Force Commander (FOC). To give an Order the CGL must be Active and must spend a 
Command Point. Giving an Order does not require the use of an Action. 

7.5a Coordinated Attack 
Place a Coordinated Attack order token on a target model to which the Commander has Sensor 
Lock. All ranged attacks which target this model gain a free Reroll. Remove the Coordinated Attack 
token at the end of the Combat Group activation. 

7.5b Evade 
Place an Evade token on the Combat Group Leader. Any model in that CGL’s Combat Group and 
within 6” of the CGL gains a Reroll for every Roll they make as the Defender. The Evade token is 
removed in the Setup phase. If the CGL is also the Force Commander, this Reroll is available to 
any friendly model within 6” of it, regardless of Combat Group. 

7.5c Charge 
For the duration of the Combat Group’s activation, all friendly models within 6” of the CGL may 
ignore the -1D6 modifier for using the Top Speed posture when making Melee Attacks. 

7.5d Tight Maneuvers 
For the duration of the Combat Group’s activation, all friendly models may make one additional 
Turn per Move. 



7.5e Emergency Measures 
For the duration of the Combat Group’s activation, all models in that Combat Group may ignore all 
penalties due to being Crippled or having a Haywire token. A model which is Crippled and Haywire 
can ignore one but not both. 

7.5f Reposition 
For the duration of the Combat Group’s activation, all models which choose the Combat Speed 
posture may perform the Overwatch action as if they were Braced. 

8.0 ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

8.1 EW Actions/Reactions 
Each of the following is an Electronic Warfare (EW) Action, Reaction or passive effect. Free 
Reactions and passive effects do not require spending an action. Passive effects are continuous 
and may always apply. 
 
Electronic Warfare Actions and Reactions 

EW Effect Type Required 
Trait 

Range / Requirement Effect Counter 

Authorize Free 
Reaction 

Comms:X Infinite Distribute a 
Command Point 

Passive ECM 

Comms 
Boost 

Reaction Comms:X 6” or reacting model is 
a Receiver 

Increase the 
Comms rating of 
a model by X 

Passive ECM 

Forward 
Observation 

Action Comms:X Not Top Speed 
posture, Sensor Lock 
to Target. No range 
limit on Receiver 

Chain Indirect 
Attacks 

Passive / 
Active ECM 

Detailed 
Scan 

Action Comms:X Half Sensors, not Top 
Speed posture 

Complete 
Objective 

Passive / 
Active ECM 

Passive ECM Passive 
effect 

ECM:X Sensors Reduce Comms 
of enemies by X 

None 

Active ECM Reaction ECM:X Sensor Lock Prevent FO or 
Detailed Scan 

ECCM 

ECM 
Defense 

Action ECM:X 6” Friendlies gain 
+XD6 on defense 

Disable 
Defense 

Disable 
Defense 

Action ECCM Sensor Lock Removes ECM 
Defense Token 

None 

Scramble Action ECM:X Sensor Lock Give enemy 
Haywire token 

Unscramble 

Unscramble Action ECCM Sensor Lock Remove Haywire 
token 

None 



 

8.1a Origin and Receiver 
A Model performing an Electronic Warfare action is an Origin model. A model that receives the 
effect of an Electronic Warfare action is a Receiver model. 

8.1b Origin models and Snap Fire 
Any model that has Sensor Lock to an Origin model may Snap Fire. The Snap Fire attack resolves 
simultaneously with the effect of the Electronic Warfare action or reaction. 

8.2 COMMUNICATIONS 

8.2a Comms:X Trait 
Passive ECM may reduce the rating of the Comms trait. A model’s Comms:X trait cannot be 
reduced below 0. 
Note: some rules require a model to have at least Comms:0. These can be attempted by any 
model with the Comms:X trait regardless of whether it has been reduced, but not by models 
without the trait. 

8.2b Authorize (reaction) 
When a Combat Group Leader (CGL) spends a Command Point to grant a Reroll to a model in its 
Combat Group, if the latter is in Formation with the CGL the process is automatic. If it is not in 
Formation the CGL must use an Authorize reaction. This is a free Reaction (it does not require 
spending an action) requiring at least Comms:0 (the Comms:X trait cannot be reduced below 0). A 
friendly model can react to the Authorize reaction with Comms Boosting. Then if the Authorizing 
model does not have at least Comms:1 the Authorize reaction fails automatically and the 
Command Point is not spent. Only one Authorize reaction may be made to grant a Reroll for a 
given roll. 
 
If both players have Rerolls available for a reaction, the Attacker must declare and fully resolve any 
Authorize reaction before the Defender declares whether they will Reroll. 
 
A Force Commander can use Authorize to grant a Reroll to any friendly CGL in addition to granting 
Rerolls to models in its own Combat Group as above. 

8.2c Comms Boost (reaction) 
When a model attempts an action requiring the Comms:X Trait, another friendly model may provide 
a Comms Boost to add its own Comms:X rating to that of the Origin model. The Actions which can 
be boosted in this manner are Authorize, Forward Observation, and Detailed Scan. 
 
The model providing the boost must either be within 6” of the origin model of the action, or be one 
of the Receivers of the action. Declare Comms Boost reactions before resolving the boosted 
action. The boosting model must spend an action and may add their Comms:X rating to the rating 
of the boosted model. Only one model may provide a Comms Boost to a single action, and Comms 
Boosts cannot be themselves Boosted. 
 
The player using Comms Boost decides to do so after the opponent has declared whether any of 
their models will use Active ECM but before Active ECM is resolved. 
 



If a model receives a Comms Boost and is also having its Comms:X rating reduced by enemy 
Passive ECM, apply both modifiers and then check the final Comms:X value. 
 
Example 1: A model with Comms:1 is attempting to Forward Observe a target, but is subject to 
Passive ECM from a model with ECM:1. Without a Comms Boost it will be reduced to Comms:0 
and fail its Forward Observation. If it receives a Comms Boost from a model with Comms:1 it will 
end up with Comms:1 (1 -1 +1) and succeed in its Forward Observation. 
 
Example 2: The same model with Comms:1 is attempting to Forward Observe a target, but is now 
subject to Passive ECM from a model with ECM:2. If it received a Comms Boost from a model with 
Comms:1 it would end up with Comms:0 (1 -2 +1) and still fail. Therefore there is no use in using 
Comms Boost from a model with only Comms:1. 

8.2d Satellite Communications (SatUp) 
A model with the Satellite Uplink (SatUp) trait is able to communicate with other SatUp equipped 
models without fear of being prevented by ECM. 
This applies to the following actions: 

● Detailed Scan: A model with SatUp performing a Detailed Scan action will always succeed 
and cannot be blocked by Active or Passive ECM. 

● Authorize: A model with SatUp performing an Authorize reaction will always succeed and 
cannot be blocked by Passive ECM reducing it to Comms:0 (the Comms:X trait cannot be 
reduced below 0) if the receiver model (the one being given the reroll) also has SatUp. 
Otherwise follow the normal rules and observe ECM etc. 

● Forward Observation: A model with SatUp performing a Forward Observation action where 
the Designated Receiver also has SatUp will always succeed and cannot be blocked by 
Active ECM or Passive ECM. The Designated Receiver may distribute the Observation as 
normal. Otherwise follow the normal rules and take into account ECM etc. 

 
SatUp also helps a model to use Sensor Sharing. 

8.2e Comms, SatUp and Formation 
Models with the Comms:X or Satellite Uplink traits help to extend Formation. 

8.2f Detailed Scan (Action) 
Objectives may require a model to perform a Detailed Scan of a target to obtain valuable 
intelligence. To attempt a Detailed Scan the Origin model must spend an action, have at least 
Comms:0 (the Comms:X trait cannot be reduced below 0), and be in the Braced or Combat Speed 
Posture. It must also have Sensor Lock to the target and the target must be within half of the Origin 
model’s Sensor Range. Once initiated the Detailed Scan may benefit from a single Comms Boost 
reaction. The Detailed Scan will only succeed if the Origin model has at least Comms:1 after all 
Comms Boost and Passive ECM is taken into account. Detailed Scans may trigger a single Active 
ECM reaction and, because they are an EW action, may trigger Snap Fire. 
If the Origin model has the SatUp Trait then the action automatically succeeds regardless of the 
Origin model’s Comms:X rating and cannot be contested by Active ECM. 

   



8.3 ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES (ECM) 
Electronic Countermeasures are used to disrupt and prevent enemy communications, scramble the 
electronics of enemy models, and even provide defense against Ranged Attacks. 

8.3a Passive ECM 
A model with the ECM:X trait will reduce the Comm:X trait(s) of all enemy models it has Sensor 
Lock to by the rating of the ECM:X trait, without spending an action. This effect is not cumulative: if 
multiple models could apply this effect, use only the highest. This cannot reduce a Comms:X trait 
below 0. 

8.3b Active ECM (reaction) 
A single model with the ECM:X trait may spend an action to contest enemy communications; 
specifically the Detailed Scan and Forward Observation actions. Each of these actions may be 
contested by only one Active ECM reaction. The reacting model must have Sensor Lock to the 
Origin model of the action it wishes to contest. 
 
Declare the Active ECM reaction after the communications action is declared. Once Active ECM 
has been declared an enemy model may use a Comms Boost to bolster the Comms rating of the 
Origin model. Apply any Comms Boost before resolving Active ECM. 
 
To resolve Active ECM, make an opposed roll with the Active ECM model rolling a number of Base 
Dice equal to its ECM:X Trait +1, and the target model rolling Base Dice equal to their Comms:X 
Trait +1. Standard Modifiers are applied to both rolls. If the reacting model wins the roll with a 
Margin of Success of 0+ then the action is prevented, as follows: 

● A Detailed Scan action fails entirely. The model attempting the action has still used an 
action up 

● A Forward Observation does not reach the Designated Receiver. The Origin model of the 
Forward Observation is still automatically a Receiver as normal. 

 
Note: Models with ECCM provide bonus dice to the target of an Active ECM Reaction. 

8.3c Scramble (Action) 
A model with the ECM:X trait may spend an action to attempt to actively scramble the targeting 
sensors and other electronic systems of a target model. This requires Sensor Lock to the target. 
 
To use Scramble, make an Opposed Roll against the target. The Active model uses a number of 
Base Dice equal to the rating of its ECM:X Trait +1, and the Target uses two Base Dice. Standard 
Modifiers are applied to both rolls. The attacking model also receives a +1D6 bonus if the 
defending model has the Vuln:H trait. The defending model may use Cover and ECM Defense 
modifiers as though it were the Primary Target of a Direct Attack. If the attacking model wins the 
check with a Margin of Success of 0 or greater, the action succeeds and a Haywire token is placed 
on the defending model. The defending model also loses all its unspent Command Points if any, 
which will refresh as normal in the next Setup phase. Otherwise, the action fails. 
A model with a Haywire token counts as Crippled. If a model has a Haywire token as well as 
having lost all its Hull points it suffers an additional -1D6, for a total of -2D6, to all rolls. Remove the 
Haywire token in the next Setup Phase. 
 



Note: Unlike a Haywire Special Weapon Effect, a Scramble action does not normally cause a 
Marginal Hit. If the Scrambled model has Vuln:H then they do receive a Marginal Hit. The Haywire 
token only applies the “Crippled” modifier to the target model. 
Note: Models with ECCM provide bonus dice to the target of a Scramble Action. 

8.3d ECM Defense (ECM action) 
ECM Defense is a localized EW effect that gives all nearby friendly models a modifier to their 
defense rolls against Ranged attacks and the Scramble Action. A model with the ECM:X trait may 
spend an action to activate ECM Defense. Place an ECM Defense token on the Origin model. ECM 
Defense adds a +XD6 modifier to the defense tests of any friendly model within 6” of the Origin 
model, where X is the current ECM:X rating of the Origin model. 
 
A model within 6” of multiple ECM Defense Origin models uses the highest rated modifier; the 
effects of multiple ECM Defense actions are not cumulative. ECM Defense does not provide a 
modifier against Ranged attacks from weapons with the Spray or Area of Effect trait, or from melee 
attacks. Remove all ECM Defense tokens during the Setup phase. 
 
Additionally, a model with an ECM Defense token reduces by 6” the effective Sensor Range of any 
enemy model trying to establish Sensor Lock to a point or model within 6” of it. Multiple ECM 
models do not stack this effect. 
 
If the Origin model loses its ECM trait due to Aux, the ECM Defense token is removed. 

8.3e ECM Defense Phase 
Before the Action phase of each Round is the ECM Defense phase. In this phase players can 
choose to use the ECM Defense Action with any of their models with the ECM:X Trait, allowing 
them to provide defense throughout the whole turn rather than waiting for their Activation. 
 
The player who won the initiative this Round decides whether to go first or second in the ECM 
Defense phase. Alternating between players, each chooses to use the ECM Defense Action with 
one of their models or passes. This use is identical to ordinary use of ECM Defense and costs an 
Action as usual. The model may Activate as normal later in the Round. 
 
If both players pass in succession, the ECM Defense phase ends and the Actions phase begins. 
Note: A player may pass and then subsequently choose to use a model’s ECM Defense, as long 
as the other player does not also pass. 

8.4 ELECTRONIC COUNTER COUNTERMEASURES (ECCM) 
While Electronic Countermeasures are used to counter communications and scramble electronics, 
Electronic Counter Countermeasures are designed to counter or prevent ECM itself. A model with 
the ECCM trait provides four distinct advantages against ECM. 

8.4a Countering Active ECM 
A model targeted by Active ECM gains +2D6 on its opposed roll if it or a friendly model within 6” of 
it has the ECCM trait. A model may not benefit from the ECCM trait of more than one model in this 
way. 



8.4b Countering Scramble 
A model targeted by Scramble gains +2D6 on its opposed roll if it or a friendly model within 6” of it 
has the ECCM trait. A model may not benefit from the ECCM trait of more than one model in this 
way. 

8.4c Unscramble (Action) 
A model with the ECCM trait may spend an action to Unscramble a friendly model which has been 
given a Haywire token. This requires Sensor Lock to the target model and automatically succeeds, 
removing the Haywire token. A model with ECCM may target itself with this action. 
 
Note: This may be used to remove a Haywire token applied by a weapon or a Scramble Action. 
Unscramble does not refresh any Command Points removed as a result of a Scramble action. 

8.4d Disable Defense (Action) 
A model with the ECCM trait may spend an action to attempt to disable an enemy model’s ECM 
Defense. This requires Sensor Lock to the enemy model. 
To use Disable Defense, make an Opposed Roll against the target. The Active model uses four 
Base Dice, and the Target uses a number of Base Dice equal to the rating of its ECM:X Trait +1. 
Standard modifiers are applied to both rolls. The target model may use Cover modifiers as though 
it were the Primary Target of a Direct Attack. 
If the Active model wins the check with a Margin of Success of 0 or greater, the action succeeds 
and the ECM Defense token is removed from the Target model. Otherwise, the action fails. 

8.5 FORWARD OBSERVATION (ACTION) 
A Forward Observation allows a model to call in Indirect Attacks from one friendly model (or 
several models via a Combat Group Leader) against a target. The Origin model must have at least 
Comms:0 and be in either the Braced or Combat Speed posture (or be a Recon Drone, see below). 
If the Origin model is not in Sensor Lock of any enemy models with ECM:X then this process is 
simple: 
 

1. Choose a Target for the Forward Observation. This can be an enemy model or a point on 
the battlefield. In either case the Origin model must have Sensor Lock to it. 

2. Choose up to one friendly model as a Receiver. Additionally, the Origin model is always a 
Receiver of its own Forward Observation. 

3. If any Receiver is a Combat Group Leader it may further distribute the observation. 
4. Each Receiver may now chain attacks with Indirect category weapons. 

 
If the Origin model is within Sensor Lock of enemy models with ECM:X then it will be subject to 
Passive ECM and potentially Active ECM. Therefore follow this process: 
 

1. Choose a Target for the Forward Observation. This can be an enemy model or a point on 
the battlefield. In either case the Origin model must have Sensor Lock to it. 

2. Choose up to one friendly model as a Designated Receiver. (If not choosing any, in the 
case of an Origin model Forward Observing only for itself, skip to step 8. If the Origin model 
and the Designated Receiver both have SatUp then the latter automatically becomes a 
Receiver. Skip to step 8.). 

3. One enemy model with Sensor Lock to the Origin model may declare it will use Active ECM 
to attempt to block it from reaching the Designated Receiver. 



4. Choose whether a friendly model will use a Comms Boost reaction and resolve it. This 
model must either be the Designated Receiver or within 6” of the Origin model. 

5. If, after all Comms Boosts and enemy Passive ECM has been taken into account, the 
Origin model does not have at least Comms:1, it automatically fails to reach the Designated 
Receiver. Skip to step 8. 

6. Resolve any Active ECM attempt. If it succeeds, then the Forward Observation attempt fails 
to reach the designated receiver. Skip to step 8. 

7. If the enemy Active ECM reaction failed, or none was declared, then the Designated 
Receiver successfully becomes a Receiver of the Forward Observation. 

8. Additionally the Origin model is always a successful Receiver of its own Forward 
Observation, regardless of Active or Passive ECM. 

9. If any Receiver is a Combat Group Leader it may further distribute the observation. 
10. Each Receiver may now chain Indirect Attacks with Indirect Category Weapons. 

 
Any Receiver of a Forward Observation may chain as many attacks as it wants by spending an 
action for each (Note: as with other non-Melee attacks, a single weapon cannot make more than 
one attack per round). These attacks: 

● Must be Indirect Attacks 
● Do not require the firing model to have LoS or Sensor Lock to the Target 
● Use the Posture and Critical status attack modifiers of the firing model 
● Use the Back Attack modifier for each target if either the Origin model or the firing model 

are in the Back Arc of that target 
● Measure range from the firing model and apply the appropriate range modifiers 

 
Note: A Receiver may choose not to chain any attacks, for example if the target has already been 
destroyed by another Receiver. In this case it does not spend any Actions. 

8.5a Combat Group Leaders as Receivers of Forward Observation 
A Combat Group Leader who has successfully Received a Forward Observation may distribute 
that Forward Observation to models in its Combat Group which are in Formation with it, making 
them Receivers. As Receivers they can then chain attacks as normal. The CGL is still a Receiver 
and may chain its own attacks as well. 

8.5b Forward Observation with a Target Designator 
If the Origin model has the Target Designator (TD:1) trait and has LoS to the Target of the Forward 
Observation then any chained attack with a Weapon with the Guided trait ignores all range 
modifiers for both Primary and Secondary Targets, and gains a +1D6 modifier against the Primary 
Target. 

8.5c Recon Drones and Forward Observation 
Recon Drones are able to act as the Observer despite not having Comms. When acting as a 
Forward Observer, the drone automatically succeeds in making its Controlling model a Receiver 
but may not designate any other Receivers. 



9.0 MODEL SPECIFIC RULES 

9.1 INFANTRY 
Infantry models, as identified by their Type Attribute, have a number of specialized rules. Infantry 
represents a wide variety of normal human soldiers, GREL super-soldiers, riding beasts, and the 
Cybernetic FLAILs of the Colonial Expeditionary Force (CEF). 
 
Infantry Movement: 
Infantry can Turn any number of times per Move, regardless of their Movement Type. 
 
Infantry can move through open and area terrain at their normal Movement Rate and may enter 
building type area terrain. Players should agree before the game begins whether a given building 
has plentiful exits (in which case entering and exiting it is free) or whether infantry need to force 
their way through walls to enter and leave (in which case this costs 1” of movement). 
 
Infantry Attacking: 
Infantry have a 360 degree Front Arc. 
 
Infantry Defending: 
Infantry have no Back Arc (and as such will never be the subject of a Back Attack). Weapons 
without the Anti-Infantry trait (AI) may only cause one damage per attack. 
 
Damage Effects: 
Infantry models which are Crippled or Haywire may move at Top Speed, and do not reduce their 
Sensor range by half. Infantry models that are Destroyed are removed from the battlefield rather 
than left in place. 
 
Basing: 
Infantry squads may optionally be based on three 1” hex bases with 1-4 models per base. The 
bases move together on the battlefield in a triangle arrangement, with all bases touching. They still 
count as a single model. 
Infantry are assumed to ‘fit’ themselves into any space that can hold them and are not limited to 
spaces that their base fits in. As long as one figure can pass then so can the model. 

9.2 DRONES 
Drones are a type of remote device which are controlled by another model. Drones must be 
purchased as an upgrade for a model, which is then considered their Controlling model. A Drone is 
always considered to be in the same Unit as its Controlling model. Drones do not deploy, activate, 
or Move in the normal fashion. Instead they: 

● Spend their action at any point during the activation of the Controlling model. 
● Must be placed within 6” of their Controlling model every time the Controlling model ends a 

Move or completes its Activation, and when it deploys. They may not be placed in 
impassable terrain and must have LoS to the Controlling model. 

 
Drones: 

● Are destroyed if their Controlling model is destroyed. 
● Never provide cover or prevent LoS. 



● May be moved through by other models. Models that end their movement in the same 
space as a drone will force the drone to move until the space is not shared. 

● Do not count towards Capturing objectives. 
● Do not count towards the number of Actions in a Unit for Force creation 
● Automatically embark and disembark transport vehicles when their Controlling model does, 

and take the space of a Team (if there isn’t room for the Drone the Controlling model 
cannot embark). 

● When acting as a Forward Observer, a drone automatically succeeds in making its 
Controlling model a Receiver but may not designate any other Receivers. 

 
Drones may only be targeted by melee attacks or any weapon that has one of the following traits: 

● Anti-Infantry (AI) 
● Spray 
● Blast 
● Precise 

 
Note: Utopian N-KIDU Drones are sufficiently advanced to be treated as normal models, not 
Drones. 

9.3 TRANSPORT 
Any model with the Transport:X trait may transport models with the Transportable:Y trait. The sum 
of the Transportable:Y ratings of transported models may not exceed X. 
 
Note: Typical values are Transportable:2 for an Infantry Squad and Transportable:1 for an Infantry 
Team. Dedicated personnel carriers tend to have Transport:4. 
 
Example: a personnel carrier with Transport:4 could carry a maximum of two models with 
Transportable:2, four models with Transportable:1, or two with Transportable:1 and one with 
Transportable:2. 
 
A model may embark on a Transport model by completing a move at Combat Speed or Top Speed 
within 1” of the model. Transported models are not present on the battlefield. 
A model may be disembarked from a Transport at any point during the Transport’s move, at which 
point it is placed on the table within 1” of the Transport. This does not require spending an action. 
Models may be disembarked into any terrain that they could normally enter. 
 
When a Transport is destroyed all models embarked on it are disembarked and take a number of 
marginal hits equal to the rating of their Transportable:X Trait. 

9.4 FORTIFICATIONS 
Fortification models represent stationary gun turrets and outposts. Fortifications may Activate and 
use Actions as normal. They always count as being in the Braced posture for all purposes and may 
not choose other postures. 
Models being Transported in Fortifications can make Attacks as if they were not being Transported. 
They may also be Attacked as if they were not being Transported, but receive  Heavy Cover from 
the Fortification. 
 
Note: Fortifications receive double damage from weapons with the Anti Structure Trait but do not 
count as Buildings. 



9.5 MULTI-COMPONENT VEHICLES 
Some very large vehicles have the MCV trait and are composed of several models that are 
attached together, usually a body/drive section as one model and turrets or tractor drawn sections 
attached as additional models. 
Multi-component vehicles always consist of a single model with the Core trait, and one or more 
models with the Attached:X trait where X indicates the Core model to which they are attached. 

● All components of the MCV must choose the same posture. 
● Each component is targeted and damaged independently. Additional damage beyond that 

needed to destroy a component does not carry over to others. 
● Components cannot benefit from traits on other components except through the use of 

actions (Example: Sensor Sharing). 
● If a Core component is destroyed all other components are unable to Move or Turn, but are 

not destroyed. 
● All components of the MCV are part of the same Unit. Attached models do not count 

towards the number of Actions in the Unit. 

9.6 RECOVERY VEHICLES AND COMBAT MEDICS 
A model with the Medic Trait may not be a Commander. 

9.6a Repair (action) 
A Model which has the Recovery trait and is in Braced or Combat Speed posture may spend an 
action to Repair one friendly non-Infantry model it is in base to base contact with. A model that is 
repaired removes one damage point and any Haywire or Corrosion tokens. A single model may not 
be the target of more than one Repair action per turn. 

9.6b Patch Up (action) 
A model with the Medic trait may perform this free action once per turn to remove one point of 
damage from a friendly Infantry model within 6” or embarked on the Medic. This action requires the 
Braced or Combat Speed posture. 
 

9.7 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING (VTOL) 
The VTOL rules represent the abilities of both attack helicopters and the vehicles known as 
hoppers. These models have the VTOL trait. 
When choosing a Posture a VTOL model also chooses whether to be Airborne or not. If an 
Airborne VTOL becomes Crippled it immediately ceases to be Airborne. Crippled VTOLs cannot 
choose to become Airborne. 
 
An Airborne model has the following modifiers: 

● It counts as being 12” above the ground or terrain below it for all purposes. This affects 
LoS, Cover from terrain, Sensor Range, and weapon range. 

● It increases its Sensor Range by 6”. 
● It cannot use Passive ECM. 
● It gets +1D6 to all defense rolls. 

 
Note: Models which enter the battlefield using the Airdrop Special Deployment rules can also be 
Airborne. 



10.0 CONSTRUCTING A FORCE 

10.1 CHOOSING A FACTION 
Each faction in the Heavy Gear universe has its own list of models. Every Force must be chosen 
from the model list of one of these factions: 

● North 
● South 
● Peace River 
● NuCoal (The New Coalition) 
● Leagueless 
● Black Talon 
● CEF (Colonial Expeditionary Force of Earth) 
● Caprice 
● Utopia 
● Eden 

 
Each faction has access to a standard list and a number of Sub-Lists. Sub-Lists represent 
particular political or military units within a faction and each has a list of special rules. Some 
Sub-Lists allow a player to select models from the lists of other factions. 
 
In addition to models from their Force List all Forces can purchase Fortifications from the 
Fortifications list. 
 
Note: Some models appear in more than one faction’s list but have slight differences in UA or other 
attributes. 

10.2 FORCE CONSTRUCTION ATTRIBUTES 
Each model has some attributes that are used when constructing a Force of models for a game: 

● Threat Value (TV): Each model has a Threat Value which gives a relative measure of how 
capable it is compared to other models. The Threat Value limit of the game determines the 
total TV a player may have in their Force. Normally this is the same for both players. 100 
TV each is a typical game size. 

● Actions (A): The size of each Unit is limited by the total number of Actions the models in it 
can have: 3-6 for a Primary and 1-3 for a Support Unit. 

● Unit Availability (UA): Every Unit has a Unit Availability indicating its broad role. Only 
models listed with a matching UA may be placed in the Unit. A model with multiple UAs can 
be placed in a Unit matching any one of them. 

10.2a Unit Availability Codes 
[GP] General Purpose: These units contain standard trooper gears which can perform a variety of 
roles and make up the largest section of most armies. They tend to have a wide range of variants 
with weapons to threaten different types of enemy. 
[SK] Strike: Typically rarer and more advanced than GP units but with a similar focus on versatility, 
Strike units will ideally be highly mobile and capable of inflicting damage quickly. They range from 
elite (and expensive!) models to relatively standard paratrooper gears. 
[FS] Fire Support: These units usually carry heavier long range weapons and are often capable of 
significant indirect fire. They tend to work well in combination with Recon units which can forward 



observe for them. Though many Fire Support gears have heavy armour, they tend to be slow and 
easy to hit. 
[RC] Recon: Finding targets for Fire Support elements and scanning the enemy is the job of Recon 
units. Additionally some recon models specialize in electronic warfare and counter-warfare. These 
models tend to be fast and agile but lack heavy armour. 
[SF] Special Forces: Given the best equipment possible and almost always designed with stealth in 
mind, these units are true elite. Just as Strike units are a cut above General Purpose units, so are 
the Special Forces a cut above the Strike. 
[EG] Engineering: Engineering units are responsible for the recovery and refit of damaged units 
and are equipped to counter fortifications. Powered by oversized engines and robust actuators, 
engineering units are often used as cheap close-combat specialists. 
[LT] Light Tank: Smaller tanks which mount a variety of medium weapons and combine relatively 
fast movement with armour much heavier than that found on the more manoeuvrable gears. 
[HT] Heavy Tank: Heavy tanks have sufficient armor that attempts to damage them generally 
require armour piercing or extremely heavy weapons, forcing the enemy to plan around their 
presence. They also field powerful weapons of their own and can usually fire several at once. 
[ST] Strider: Striders are effectively walking tanks combing the mobility of gears with heavy armour 
and weaponry. They tend to be rather slow and vulnerable at close range, with the exception of the 
new generation of so called ‘Gearstriders’ which carry massive melee weapons. 
[IN] Infantry: Infantry are used to hold ground, particularly in built up terrain, and can be difficult to 
counter because of their low cost and the need for special anti-infantry weapons to properly 
damage them. They can be a cost effective way of dealing with heavy enemy armor. This code 
also covers armored transports, mechanised infantry and cavalry. 
[SI] Special Infantry: A few forces have access to rare infantry with specialised abilities, such as 
Sandriders or FLAILs, which are usually fielded separately from ordinary forces. 

10.2b Model Selection Limits 
● Standard Limits: Unless otherwise noted, all Unit Availabilities have a rated limit of 0-2. 

Each model or variant may only be included up to two times in each Primary or Support 
Unit. 

● Marked Limits: If a Unit Availability has a Limit other than the Standard limit it will follow the 
Unit Availability as a rating. Marked Limits are: 

○ #: the mode may be selected any number of times for a unit. 
○ Command (CMD): A model with a limit of CMD may only be selected as a 

Commander model. Note: Commanders may also select models without the CMD 
limit. 

10.3 Force Structure, Combat Groups and Units 
A Force can contain any number of Combat Groups (CGs). Each Combat Group consists of one 
Primary Unit and up to one Support Unit. Every model is part of one Unit. Every Unit has a single 
Unit Availability (UA) code, and all models in the Unit must have a matching UA code. 
 
A Primary Unit has three to six Actions in total. A Primary Unit must select one model to be the 
Combat Group Leader (CGL). 
 
A Support Unit has one to three Actions in total. A Support Unit does not have its own CGL, but 
shares the CGL of its Primary Unit. 
 
Note: The Primary Unit and the Support Unit in a CG may have the same or different Unit 
Availabilities. The distinction between a Primary Unit and Support Unit, and their Unit Availabilities, 



matters only for constructing the Force and setting up the game. Once the first round begins, all 
models in a Combat Group act together regardless of which Unit they were placed in. 
 
One Combat Group Leader in a Force must be upgraded to a high level Commander, called a 
Force Commander. This model rolls Initiative, has improved command abilities, and is the target 
model of the “Assassinate” objective. 

10.4 VETERANS 
Any number of Primary Units may be designated as Veteran Units. Every model in a Veteran Unit 
which does not already have the Veteran (Vet) trait must be upgraded to have it at a cost of 
+(Actions the model has +1)TV each. Veteran models gain a Skill Point which can be spent at any 
time to buy a Reroll for the model, and refreshes in the Setup phase of every Round. 
Note: Models which already have the Vet trait in the models list can be assigned to a Veteran Unit 
or another Unit. 
 
Any model with the Vet trait may purchase one or more Veteran Upgrades. 
Veteran Upgrades: A Veteran may choose each upgrade once: 

● Precautions: Add the Field Armor and Resist:F traits for +2TV per Action. 
● Ace Gunner: All weapons on the model gain the Snap trait for +2TV. 
● Electronic Warfare Specialist: Give the model ECM:1 or increase its existing ECM:X Trait 

by 1 for +2TV. 
● Weapons: Non-Infantry models with the Arms trait can purchase Light Hand Grenades 

(LHG), or Light Panzerfausts (LPZ) for +1TV. 
● Melee Specialist: Add the Brawler:1 trait or increase an existing Brawler trait by 1 for +1TV 

per Action. This requires a melee weapon. 

10.5 GENERIC PRIMARY UNIT UPGRADES 
Any model in a Primary Unit may purchase one or more of the following upgrades by paying the 
cost of them. Each upgrade may be purchased once per model: 

● 0-1 Executive Officer: 
○ 0-1 Non-Commander model per Force may be upgraded to an Executive Officer 

(XO) for +3 TV. The XO takes over if the Force Commander is destroyed. 
● 0-1 Second-in-Command: 

○ 0-1 Non-commander model per Primary unit may be upgraded to a Second in 
Command (2iC) for +2TV. The 2iC takes over if their CGL is destroyed. 

● 0-1 Force Commander can gain Init:1 or improve Init trait rating by 1 for +3TV 
● Veterans (Trait): 

○ Any number of Primary Units may be Veteran units. 
○ Any model in a Veteran unit without the Vet trait must purchase the Vet trait for 2TV. 

● Drones: 
○ Models may purchase one of four Drones for the corresponding TV costs: Recon 

(1), Demolition (1), Hunter Killer (1), Defender (2). 

   



10.6 DUELIST 
Any Force may have 0-1 Duelist model. 
Duelists: 

● Must have the model type: Gear. 
● Gain the Duelist trait if they do not have it. 
● May not be a Commander and may not select CMD upgrade Gears. 
● Must be in a Support Unit and must be the only model in the Unit. 
● Ignore any Upgrade restrictions on Support Units. 
● Must purchase the Vet trait for +2TV if the model does not have it. 
● May purchase Generic Primary Unit Upgrades and Veteran Upgrades as well as Duelist 

Upgrades. 
● May not use Rerolls from Command Points or benefit from Orders in any way. 

 
Duelist Upgrades: A Duelist may choose each upgrade once: 

● Advanced Control Systems: Increase Actions from 1 to 2 for +4TV. 
● Tools of the Trade: Swap any melee weapon for another melee weapon of the same weight 

(e.g. you may swap a LSG for a LVB, or MCW for MSG) for +0TV. 
● Sabre: Add the Reach:1” trait to any melee weapon for +0TV. 
● Polearm: Increase the Reach trait of an existing melee weapon by +1” for +1TV per Action. 
● Zapmaster: Add the Haywire trait to any one melee weapon for +1TV per action. 
● Shield: Add a Shield:1 trait or increase an existing Shield trait rating by 1 for +1TV. 
● Weaponmaster: Add the Brawler:1 trait or increase an existing Brawler trait by 1 for +1TV. 
● Gunslinger: Choose one weapon with the Snap trait and duplicate it for +2TV. 
● Dancer: Add the Agile trait for +2TV. 
● Defender: Add the AMS (Aux) trait and an MMG (Aux, Snap, T) weapon for +2TV. 
● Quickdraw: Add the Auto trait to one weapon with the Snap trait for +2TV. 
● Shadow: Add Stealth (Aux) for +2TV per action. 

11.0 SETTING UP THE GAME 

11.1 SETTING UP THE BATTLEFIELD 
When setting up, players should attempt to cover 40-50% of the Battlefield with cover of varying 
heights, types and ratings. Each 24” square of the battlefield should have at least two pieces of 
terrain that are 3” or taller. 
 
Identify each terrain piece by its cover rating when placing it and specify, if required, the terrain’s 
Height. Wooden, brick, or sheet metal and glass construction plus small trees should be 
considered Light Cover. Concrete, steel, rock, and large trees should be considered Heavy Cover. 

11.2 LENGTH OF GAME 
A game of Heavy Gear can be of any length provided both players agree on the number of rounds. 
The standard length is 5 or 6. 

11.3 SELECTING OBJECTIVES 
Each player must select a number of Objectives from the list below. For small games below 100 TV 
choose two each; for larger games, choose three each. 



Each Objective has a requirement for Units that must be present in the Player’s Force to choose it. 
For most Objectives this is a list of Unit Availabilities, and the Objective can only be chosen if at 
least one Unit (Primary or Support) has one of those Availabilities. The ‘Lead by Example’ 
Objective instead requires that the Force contains a Duelist. 
 
In addition to the Objectives chosen from the list, every game has the Casualties Objective. At the 
end of the game, the player with the most TV of models remaining on the Battlefield, not counting 
crippled models or Fortifications, wins this Objective. 
 
At the end of the game, the winner is the player who won the most Objectives. If the players are 
tied, the player who won the Casualties Objective wins the tiebreaker. 
 
Assassinate (UA: SK, SF, SI): Destroy the enemy Force Commander. 
 
Scan (UA: RC, SF): Succeed in using a Detailed Scan action to target any three enemy models. 
These models must be from different Units unless facing a Force with two or fewer Units. Note: 
“enemy models” includes destroyed enemy models. 
 
Break the Line (UA: GP, SK, LT, RC, VL): Have one Combat Group with 50% or more of its starting 
number of actions in an enemy deployment zone at the end of the last Round. Drones are not 
counted for either starting or current number of actions. 
 
Hold (UA: GP, FS, ST, HT, IN, SI): Before deployment, place two Hold Objective Marker tokens 
outside your deployment zone. These must not be within 12” of each other, or a board edge, and 
must be placed at ground level. The markers represent points on the battlefield so the token’s size 
is irrelevant. The Objective is successful if you Control both Objective Markers at the end of the 
game. To Control an Objective Marker, you must have more Actions worth of models within 6” of it 
than the enemy (excluding Drones and Fortifications). 
 
Capture (UA: GP, SK, LT, IN, SI, SF): Before deployment your opponent must place three Capture 
Objective Marker tokens outside their deployment zone. These must not be within 12” of each 
other, or a board edge, and must be placed at ground level. The markers represent points on the 
battlefield so the token’s size is irrelevant. The objective is successful if you capture two of these 
Markers. To capture an Objective Marker, a model must be within 2” of it and have LoS or Sensor 
Lock to it at the end of a turn. Once the marker is captured remove it from play. 
 
Wipe Them Out (UA: FS, ST, HT): Select the enemy Combat Group with the highest TV cost. The 
objective is successful if this Combat Group is reduced to 50% or less of its starting number of 
actions. Drones are not counted for either starting or current number of actions. If two or more 
enemy Combat Groups are tied for the highest TV cost, choose one. 
 
Demolitions (UA: EG, FS, HT, SF): Before deployment your opponent must place a Demolitions 
Objective Marker outside their Deployment zone. This must not be within 12” of a board edge and 
must be placed at ground level. The marker is a Fortification model with a 40mm round base, 
Height of 2”, Armor Rating of 8 and H/S of 8/0. It has no Actions, never Activates, and is not part of 
any CG. The objective is successful if you destroy it. 
 
Lead By Example: (Force contains a Duelist): Enemy models destroyed by the Duelist should be 
placed aside. This objective is successful if the total TV cost of these models is equal to or greater 
than that of the Duelist. Drones do not count towards this total. 



11.4 DEPLOYMENT 

11.4a Deployment Zones 
There are three options for Deployment Zones, which players can either choose by mutual 
agreement or roll to determine. If the Battlefield is square determine which edge is the long side 
and which edge will be considered the width before rolling. 
 

● Narrow Edge: Players may deploy up to one third of the way onto the Battlefield, measured 
from the narrow edge on opposite sides of the Battlefield. 

● Wide Edge: Players may deploy up to one third of the way onto the Battlefield, measured 
from the wide (length) edge on opposite sides of the Battlefield. 

● Corner: Divide the Battlefield into nine equal zones (three lengthwise and three widthwise). 
One player may deploy in one corner ninth plus the two adjoining ninths. The opponent 
deploys in a corresponding deployment zone on the other side of the Battlefield. 

11.4b Deploying Combat Groups 
Players each roll a die, with the roller of the highest value deciding whether to start deployment first 
or second. Players then alternate choosing a Combat Group (CG) and deciding whether it will 
deploy using Standard Deployment or one of the Special Deployment types. 
 
A CG may use Special Deployment if it meets one of the following requirements: 

● Airdrop Deployment: Every model in the CG has the Airdrop trait. 
● Amphibious Deployment: Every model in the CG has the Amphibious trait. 
● Flank Deployment: Every Unit in the CG either: 

○ has the Recon (RC) Unit Availability, or 
○ contains only models with the Stealth trait. 

 
To deploy a CG using Standard Deployment, place all models in it on the table so that they are 
within the Deployment Zone and in Formation with the Combat Group Leader. 
 
To use Special Deployment, announce when the CG is chosen which Special Deployment type it is 
using then set it aside. Players continue alternative choosing CGs until every CG has been 
Deployed or set aside. The player who won the die roll at the beginning of Deployment now 
decides whether to go first or second in placing CGs which have been set aside for Special 
Deployment. Players alternate placing these until they have all been Deployed. To place a CG 
using Special Deployment follow the corresponding rules below. 
 
Amphibious Deployment: 
Place all models in the CG in water terrain. All models must be in Formation with the CGL and may 
not deploy in an opponent’s deployment zone or within 6” of an enemy model. 
 
Flank Deployment: 
Place all models in the CG within 6” of a table edge. All models must be in Formation with the CGL 
and may not deploy in an opponent’s deployment zone or within 6” of an enemy model. 
 
Airdrop Deployment: 
Place all models in the CG anywhere on the board not in area terrain or within 6” of enemy models. 
All models must be in Formation with the CGL. Roll a single D6 and add the value of the Combat 
Group Leader’s Init:X Trait if any. On a result of 3+ the unit lands immediately and may activate as 



normal during the first Round. Otherwise it lands in the second Round Setup Phase and does not 
activate in the first Round. 
 
Until an Airdropping model lands: 

● It is Airborne (Note: this means they count as being 12” above their landing point, gain 
+1D6 to defense rolls, and can’t use Passive ECM. Full details are in the section on VTOL 
Models). 

● It may not use any Actions or Reactions. 
● If it is Destroyed, it is Overkilled. 

11.4c Pathfinder Movement: 
Once all Combat Groups have been Deployed any model in a Unit with the Recon (RC) Unit 
Availability may make one free Move. 
Note: This is a single move, just as if the model had chosen the Combat Speed Posture. 
If both players have Recon Units, they each roll a die and the roller of the higher number chooses 
whether to move first or second. Players then alternate choosing a Recon Unit and moving the 
models in it. 

11.4d Deploying Fortifications: 
Deploy all Fortification models together before any other models are deployed by either player and 
before any objectives are placed. If both players have Fortification models they each roll a die, the 
roller of the higher number chooses whether to deploy first or second, then alternate deploying 
models. 

   



Appendix 1 MODEL AND WEAPON TRAITS 

A1.1 MODEL TRAITS: 
A model may not have more than one of each Trait. 
 
Trait Ratings: 
Traits that have ratings use a colon (:) to separate the trait name from the rating. A trait rating may 
be a number rating, model name, or a letter used to reference another trait. 
 
[Agile] Attacks targeting this model will miss on a Margin of Success of zero (MOS:0) or less. 
[Airdrop] Units where every model has this trait may deploy using the Airdrop Deployment rule. 
[Amphib] Amphibious: This model may enter water terrain that is greater than half its height, and 
move in water without penalty. Units where every model has this trait may enter the battlefield by 
the Amphibious special deployment. 
[AMS] Anti-Missile System: This model gains a free Reroll when attacked by weapons using the 
Indirect or Missile categories. Friendly Models within 6” of this model also gain this Reroll. A single 
roll can only benefit from one AMS Reroll. 
[ANN] Advanced Neural Net: This model gets a +1 Result Modifier to  all Opposed Rolls it makes. 
[Arms] This model may purchase Grenade and Panzerfaust upgrades. This model may climb 
vertical terrain without requiring the Climbing trait. 
[Attached:X] This model is attached to the Core model named X to form a Multi-Component 
Vehicle. 
[Autopilot] When this model uses the Standby or Overwatch action it gains one additional Standby 
or Overwatch token. 
[Brawler:X] Add +XD6 to any Melee rolls this model makes. 
[Climber] This model can climb vertical terrain easily. 
[Conscript] This model may not be a commander. It may never benefit from Orders or use Rerolls 
for any reason. 
[Core]: This is the main component of a Multi-Component Vehicle. 
[Comms:X] This model may use the Authorize, Comms Boost, Forward Observation, and Detailed 
Scan Actions. 
[Drone Bay:X] This model may Purchase up to X Drones from the Generic Primary Unit Upgrades 
list, rather than just 1. 
[Duelist] This model may only be selected as a Duelist. 
[ECM:X] Electronic Countermeasures system: This model reduces the Comms:X rating of enemy 
models within its Sensor range by its ECM Trait rating. It may use any Electronic Warfare actions 
noted as ECM actions. 
[ECCM] Electronic Counter-Countermeasures system: This model may use the Unscramble and 
Disable Defense actions. It and friendly models within 6” gain +2D6 to their defense against ECM 
actions. 
[Field Armor] This model suffers one less damage from each damaging attack to a minimum of one 
damage. 
[Init:X] Initiative: Add X to any initiative test that this model makes. 
[Jetpack:X”] This model may make a Jetpack Move instead of a normal Move. 
[Thrusters:X”] This model may displace vertically up to X” from the surface it’s on at any point 
during its Move, and laterally once per Move. It can also move out of being Engaged in melee 
without triggering Snap Fire. 
[Low Profile] This model’s silhouette is always ½ the Height indicated when it is Passive (rounded 
up to the nearest 0.5”). When Activating, this model may choose to use its regular Height when 



choosing posture. A model with a Standby or Overwatch token may choose to use its full height 
when it spends the token to perform an action. 
[Lumbering] This model may only turn once per Move. 
[Medic] This model may use the Patch Up Action. Medics may not be commanders. 
[NAI] Near Artificial Intelligence: If this model is not in Formation with either its CGL or the Force 
Commander, it suffers -1 to the result of all rolls it makes. 
[NCM:X”] N-KIDU Command Matrix: Friendly models with NAI which are within X” of this model do 
not suffer the penalty for being out of Formation. 
[Offroad:X”] This model adds +X” to the distance it may move in area terrain. This does not apply 
to water terrain. 
[Recovery] Recovery Vehicle: This model may use the Repair Action 
[Resist:F] Fire Resistance: This model only takes damage from marginal hits caused by the Fire 
special damage on a 6 rather than a 4+. 
[SatUp] Satellite Uplink: This model helps to extend Formation. It may also make certain EW 
Actions without risk of being blocked by enemy ECM. 
[Sensor Boom]: This model may extend its silhouette by 1” in any direction when making an attack 
action for purposes of LoS and Sensor Lock. 
[Sensor Suite]: This model may use the Sensor Sharing reaction. 
[Shield:X]: This model gains a +XD6 modifier to defense from attacks from the front. Attacks that 
ignore cover ignore this bonus 
[Smoke:1]: This model may spend an action to fire Smoke when in the Combat Speed or Braced 
Posture. Smoke counts as Light area terrain for determining Cover but has no effect on movement. 
It has a height of 3” and extends 3” in all directions from the model which fired it. Each Smoke trait 
can be used once per game. Remove Smoke from the battlefield in the Setup Phase 
[Stable] Stable Weapons Platform: This model gets +1D6 to all rolls in which it is the Attacker when 
at Top Speed or Combat Speed. 
[Stealth]: This model cannot be the Primary Target of an Attack or Secondary Target of a Split 
Attack unless the Attacking model has Sensor Lock to it. Additionally, it gives a -6” modifier to 
enemy Sensor Range for the purposes of determining Sensor Lock to it. If it fires a weapon without 
the Silent trait it loses all benefits from the Stealth trait until the next Setup Phase. 
[TD:X] Target Designator: When this model Forward Observes a target to which it has LoS, any 
chained attacks from Guided weapons gain +1D6 against the Primary Target and ignore range 
penalties against all targets. 
[Transport:X]: This model may transport up to X spaces worth of models. 
[Transportable:X]: This model may be transported, and takes up X spaces. 
[Vet] Veteran: This model has one Skill Point which can be spent for a Reroll and refreshes each 
Setup phase. This model may purchase upgrades from the Veteran upgrade list. 
[VTOL]: This model has Vertical Takeoff and Landing capability and can choose to become 
Airborne when choosing Posture. 
[Vuln:F] Vulnerable to Fire: This model always takes damage from Marginal Hits caused by the 
Fire:X weapon trait. 
[Vuln:H] Vulnerable to Haywire: This model always takes damage from Marginal Hits caused by the 
Haywire weapon trait. A Scramble action against this model gets +1D6. If it gains a Haywire token 
as a result of a Scramble action, it takes one ordinary Marginal Hit. 

   



A1.2 WEAPON TRAITS: 
[AA] Anti-Air: When this weapon is used to attack an Airborne model, it adds 6” to its range and 
+2D6 to its attack. 
[AI] Anti-Infantry: This weapon may do more than one damage per attack against models with the 
Infantry type. 
[AE:X”] Area of Effect: This weapon can count models within X” of the Primary Target point as 
Secondary Targets. It ignores ECM Defense. 
[AP:X] Armor Piercing: The target of this weapon will suffer damage equal to the Margin of 
Success up to the rating of the trait, or normal damage, whichever is greater. 
[AS] Anti-Structure: This weapon double the Damage of its Attacks against Buildings and 
Fortification models, after all other modifiers and calculations. 
[Auto] Automated Weapon: This weapon may be used to make an Attack without spending an 
action. 
[Aux] Auxiliary: This weapon may not be used if the model is Crippled. 
[Blast:X]: This weapon can count models within X” of the Primary Target point as Secondary 
Targets. It ignores the Agile trait and ECM Defense. The cover modifier for Secondary Targets is 
determined from the Primary Target point. 
[Burst:X]: Any attack roll made with this weapon adds +XD6. 
[Corrosion]: This weapon uses the Corrosion Special Weapon rules. 
[Fire:X]: This weapon uses the Fire Special Weapon rules. 
[Frag:X] Fragmentation:X: This weapon adds a +XD6 modifier to attack rolls targeting Infantry. 
[Guided]: When this weapon is chained to a Forward Observation action using a Target 
Designator, it ignores the range modifiers for using the Indirect Category and also gains +1D6 to 
the attack on the Primary Target. 
[Haywire]: This weapon uses the Haywire Special Weapon rules. 
[LA:1] Limited Ammunition:1: This weapon may only attack once per game. 
[PEN:X] Penetration: This weapon has a Penetration rating of X instead of the normal listed 
Penetration rating. 
[Precise]: Adds a +1 Result Modifier after rolling to attack with this weapon. This weapon may be 
used to target Drones. 
[Proximity:X]: This weapon has an Area of Effect with radius X” that is centered on a point on the 
attacking model’s base. Do not resolve the attack against the firing model. All targets of an Area of 
Effect attack with Proximity are Primary Targets. 
[Reach:X]: This melee weapon has a range of 0-X / X”. 
[Snap]: This weapon may be used to Snap Fire. 
[Split:X]: This weapon may split attacks between up to X targets. If more than one Target is 
selected all are Secondary Targets. 
[Spray]: Attacks with this weapon ignore defensive cover modifiers, the Agile trait, and ECM 
Defense. It can attack Drones. 
[Silent]: Attack actions with this weapon do not cause a model to lose its Stealth trait until the Setup 
Phase. 
[Stabilizer]: This weapon may only be fired if the model is Braced. 
[T] Turret: This weapon can attack targets in any direction. 
The VL, L, M, and H columns give the Penetration ratings for Very Light, Light, Medium, and Heavy 
versions of a weapon respectively. 
When a trait has multiple values separated by slashes (e.g. AP:2/3/4), these apply respectively to 
the different versions (VL/L/M/H or L/M/H). 
 



Appendix 2 FACTIONS 
Coming in Version 3. 

Appendix 3 STANDARD BASE SIZES 
This table lists standard base sizes for each Model Type in the game. Models with the Mount trait 
may be used with or without bases. Any model on a base larger or smaller than those listed here 
may be fielded if both players agree. 
Although any base size in the listed range is allowable, the authors strongly recommend using a 
base large enough to comfortably fit the model’s feet or tracks without significant overlap. The 
‘Examples’ column gives some of the base sizes used by the authors. 
 
Standard Base Sizes 

Model Type Base Size Examples 

Gear 25mm hex, 30-40mm 
round 

Hunter, Chasseur, Wildcat, Jager, Fer De 
Lance: 30mm 
Chevalier, Acco, King Cobra, Grizzly: 
40mm 
 

Infantry Squad 40-50mm round, 3x 
25mm hex 

Southern Infantry Squad, Lizard Rider 
Squad: 40mm 

Infantry Team 20-30mm round, 
25mm hex 

Observer Team, Jackrabbit Team, Sniper 
Team, Morgana FLAIL: 20mm 
 

Vehicle (Light, AR: 1-5) 25mm hex, 25-40mm 
round 

Barnaby Rider: 40mm 

Vehicle (Medium, AR: 
6-8) 

40-75mm round Armadillo Beast: 40mm 
Sampson: 50mm 

Vehicle (Large, AR:9+) 50-120mm round or 
oval, or no base 

Voltigeur: no base, Aller: 75mm, Klemm: 
50mm, Hun: 60mm 

Strider (Standard, 
AR:1-9) 

40-75mm round Bashan: 60mm 

Strider (Heavy, AR:10+) 50-120mm round or 
oval 

Hussar: 60mm Drake: 75mm 

 

   



Appendix 4 INTRODUCTORY GAME 
When learning or teaching the rules, we suggest the following: 
 

1. Play a game with just one model each, chosen from (Stock variants of): Hunter, Jager, 
Warrior, Chasseur, Acco, F6-16, or Man at Arms APE. Other models are fine if you don’t 
have these. 

2. Play with three models each, in one Combat Group each, from the same list. 
3. Play with 2-3 Combat Groups each, including any models but ignoring certain Traits. 

 
Don’t use any EW: ignore the ECM, ECCM, Comms:X, TD:1, SatUp, Stealth traits (and all 
actions/rules in chapter 9). 
Don’t use Special Deployment. 
Don’t use Orders, XOs or 2iCs. Treat ‘In Formation’ as meaning ‘within 6” of the Combat Group 
Leader’ 
Don’t use multicomponent vehicles, drones, duelists, VTOLs, fortifications, transport, recovery, 
medic, veteran upgrades or generic primary unit upgrades 
Don’t use Sublists 
Don’t use any actions except those highlighted in the table of Actions and Reactions 
 
The objective for each of these games is just to destroy all enemy models (or get your opponent to 
concede) 

   



Appendix 5 OPPOSED ROLL PROBABILITY 
TABLES: 

A5.1 Mean Results from dice rolls 
 

Dice 0D6 1D6 2D6 3D6 4D6 5D6 6D6 

Result 1 3.5 4.72 5.58 6.31 6.96 7.58 

Increase - +2.50 +1.22 +0.86 +0.73 +0.65 +0.62 

 

A5.2 Mean Damage when PEN = AR 
 

 Defender 
1D6 

Defender 
2D6 

Defender 
3D6 

Defender 
4D6 

Defender 
5D6 

Defender 
6D6 

Attacker 
1D6 

1.06 0.53 0.30 0.17 0.10 0.06 

Attacker 
2D6 

1.76 1.00 0.62 0.39 0.24 0.15 

Attacker 
3D6 

2.38 1.48 0.97 0.65 0.43 0.28 

Attacker 
4D6 

2.98 1.97 1.37 0.97 0.67 0.46 

Attacker 
5D6 

3.57 2.48 1.81 1.33 0.97 0.70 

Attacker 
6D6 

4.14 3.01 2.28 1.73 1.31 0.98 

 

   



A5.3 Chance of getting MoS:0+ 
 

 Defender 
1D6 

Defender 
2D6 

Defender 
3D6 

Defender 
4D6 

Defender 
5D6 

Defender 
6D6 

Attacker 
1D6 

58.33% 37.96% 25.08% 16.35% 10.45% 6.55% 

Attacker 
2D6 

76.39% 58.72% 43.78% 31.47% 21.87% 14.76% 

Attacker 
3D6 

86.11% 72.76% 59.14% 46.07% 34.50% 25.00% 

Attacker 
4D6 

91.80% 82.39% 71.32% 59.26% 47.32% 36.41% 

Attacker 
5D6 

95.18% 88.85% 80.49% 70.34% 59.22% 48.10% 

Attacker 
6D6 

97.20% 93.08% 87.08% 79.08% 69.50% 59.08% 

 

   



Appendix 6 ALTERNATIVE ROLL MECHANICS 
We present here some alternative methods of conducting Opposed Rolls. Some players may 
prefer to implement these in their games to closer match other systems or provide a different feel 
to the core mechanic of Opposed Rolls. 
 
These alternative rolling mechanics all fall within roughly the same levels of success/bonus dice 
benefit and so should not radically alter the balance of the game, however do bear in mind that the 
Brigand Rules were designed with the core mechanic found in the main rules in mind. 
 
We will add more alternative Opposed Roll systems if there is sufficient demand or we wish to try 
out some new methods. 
 

1. Living Rule Book ‘Augment’ System 
1. Skill Advantage is ignored. 
2. All Gunnery and Piloting skills are converted from integers of ascending skill into target numbers 
which improve as they descend, as follows: 

1 = 6+ 
2 = 5+ 
3 = 4+ 
4 = 3+ 
5 = 2+ 

3. When making an Opposed Roll the highest dice is determined in the normal way, but rather than 
each additional dice only adding +1 if it has a value of 4+, it adds +1 if it is equal to or greater than 
the relevant skill of the model. 
Example 1: A roll of [3,5,1] for a model with relevant skill of 4+ gives a result of 5 
Example 2: A roll of [3,2,5,6] for a model with relevant skill of 3+ gives a result of 8. 
Example 3: A roll of [6,2,5,6] for a model with relevant skill of 5+ gives a result of 8. 

   



Appendix 7 WEAPONS TABLE 

Weapon Type Code Range VL L M H VH Traits Category 

Air Burst Missile *ABM 12-36 / 72" 4 5 6 7  AI, Blast:3", Guided Missile, Indirect 

Anti-Personnel Grenades *APG 0"  3 4   Proximity: 3", AI, Frag:2 Ballistic, Indirect 

Anti-Personnel Rockets *APR 6-18 / 36"  3 5 7  AI, AE:4" Ballistic, Indirect 

Anti-Tank Missile *ATM 12-36 / 72" 7 8 9 10 11 AP:2 Guided Missile, Indirect 

Anti-Vehicle Missile *AVM 6-18 / 36"  5 6 7 8 AP:1, Guided Missile, Indirect 

Artillery Gun *AG 12-36 / 72"  8 10 12  Blast:4", AP:1, AS Indirect 

Artillery Rockets *AR 12-36 / 72"  7 8 9  AE:4" Indirect 

Autocannon *AC 6-18 / 36" 5 6 7 8  Burst:1, Split:2 Ballistic 

Bazooka *BZ 4-12 / 24" 6 7 8 9 10 AP:2 Ballistic 

Combat Weapon *CW 0-0 / 0" 3 5 7 9 11  Melee 

Field Gun *FG 8-24 / 48"  8 9 10  Blast:2", AS, AP:1 Ballistic, Indirect 

Field Mortar *FM 12-36 / 72"  8 9 10  Blast:3" Indirect 

Flamer *FL 0-6 / 9" 2 3 4 5  AE:3", AI, Fire:2, Spray Ballistic 

Frag Cannon *FC 3-9 / 18"  5 6 7  AP:1, AI, Frag:2 Ballistic 

Grenade Launcher *GL 4-12 / 24" 6 7 8 9 10 Blast:2", AP:1 Ballistic, Indirect 

Guided Mortar *GM 12-36 / 72"  7 8 9  Blast:2", Guided Indirect 

Hand Grenade *HG 0-6 / 9" 7 8 9 10  Blast:2", AP:1 Indirect 

Infantry Laser *IL 6-18 / 36"  3 4 5  Burst:1 Advanced 

Infantry Mortar *IM 12-36 / 72"  4 5 6  Blast:2", AI Indirect 

Infantry Support Weapons *IS 6-18 / 36"  3 4 5   Ballistic 

Infantry Weapons *IW 3-9 / 18"  2 3 4  AI, Burst:1 Ballistic 

Laser Cannon *LC 12-36 / 72" 5 6 7 8  Precise Advanced 

Machine Gun *MG 3-9 / 18"  2 3 4 5 AI, Burst:2 Ballistic 

Pack Gun *PG 0-9 / 18"  6 7 8  Burst:2, Split:2 Ballistic 

Panzerfaust *PZ 2-6 / 12"  6 7 8  AP:2 Ballistic 

Particle Accelerator *PA 6-18 / 36"  7 8 9  Haywire Advanced 

Pulse Laser *PL 8-24 / 48" 7 8 9 10  AS, Blast:2" Advanced 

Railgun *RG 12-36 / 72"  8 9 10  AP:2 Advanced 

Rifle *RF 8-24 / 48"  6 7 8 9 Precise Ballistic 

Rocket Pack *RP 6-18 / 36" 6 7 8 9 10 AE:3" Ballistic, Indirect 

Rotary Cannon *RC 4-12 / 24"  6 7 8 9 Burst:2, Split:2 Ballistic 

Rotary Laser *RL 6-18 / 36"  6 7 8 9 Burst:1, Split:2 Advanced 

Snub Cannon *SC 2-6 / 12"  9 10 11 12 AP:1, AS Ballistic 

Spike Gun *SG 0-0 / 0" 5 6 7 8  AP:2 Melee 

Tank Gun *TG 12-36 / 72"  9 11 13 15 AP:2, AS, Blast:2" Ballistic 

Vibro Blade *VB 0-0 / 0" 6 7 8 9 10 AP:1 Melee 

 


